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Drive Was A Tremendous Success

A ROCKLAND RADIO STATION

ally incorporated under this name
in 1940, selling in 1944 to the Burnham and Morrill Co., of Portland
The expectation is that the same
products will be packed that were
packed previously. In addition to
these sardines will be packed. The
nationally known label, Barter’s
Deer Isle Brand will again be used

The Knox Broadcasting Com
pany has been formed to establish
and operate a 250 watt radio sta
tion in Rockland. The power cho
sen for the station will allow it to
serve within a 30 mile radius of
the city.
Date of opening of the station
may be as little as three months
away or as much as six months in
the future, depending entirely upI on the time required to obtain per.
mission and wave length assign
ments from the Federal Commun1 ications Commission.
Financial backers of the station
are some 15 local persons who have
I indicated that they will buy stock
The warrants charging illegal
A taxi driver and lunch stand
I in the venture in amounts varying
operator were convicted in Muni possession were quashed by the
from $1,000 to $3,000.
cipal Court Monday on charges of court upon discovery of a legal |
Heaviest investor is Carleton D
single sale of intoxicating liquors technicality in the two documents
Fined $100 and costs of court of by the attorney for Ristaino "Hard down on the handle boys” urges "Line” McRae Jr. to Al Young and John McLoon as Kiwanians bale up Brown of Waterville wjio is rethe some 18 tons of scrap paper they gathered Sunday to raise funds for the Iron Lung.
| puted to have pledged a much larg$2.70 were Kenneth Payson of 18 and Payson.
{ er amount. Brown, who has been
Rankin street, the taxi driver and
........................................
dug
out
of
attics
and
cellars
and
Both Ristaino and Payson ap
wiU be a boon to local bottlers and chosen
President of Knox BroadMichael Ristaino of 8 1-2 Park pealed to the May term of Knox
milk
dealers
as
glass
is
now
short
castin
«
Company,
is also president
street.
Superior Court and supplied bail
in supply. One trip over the West °f the company operating station
Action against the two men was in $200.
Meadow road produced a spring' WTVL
Waterville.
brought following sale of liquor
tooth harrow, a plow and other
Prime mover in locating the staby the men to an agent of the
Maine State Liquor Commission
pieces of iron farm equipment. A i'on in Rockland has been Robert
The Kiwanis scrap drive Sunday blasts on the fire alarm at 1 p. m. complete medical library of yester- W. Hudson who is presently presworking with local officers.
Raids were made on the site of Strong Likelihood That They afternoon collected an estimated 15 trucks were rolling into the Spear year was picked up at one house- ident of the Rockland Chamber
Will Return In Rockland to 18 tons of newspapers, maga Block loaded to the top. Magazines hold.
j of Commerce. The Chamber, as
operations of the pair by Sheriff
zines, books, scrap iron and rags were sorted from papers as the
Now, Kiwanians have the tre- an organization, has been engaged
Willard Pease, Police Chief Ber
This Summer
Th. collection exceeded by con trucks unloaded while a special niendous task of sorting and bund- \ in efforts to obtain a station for
nard Thompson, Chief Inspector
Dollar Days, which have not siderable tonnage the total cf 10 bottle department wasestablished jjng the papers and magazines the city for the past year. First
Timothy Murphy of the liquor
been held by local business firms tons they had expected to collect. and a .scrap iron pile in back ol ready for the Junk dealer who will attempt was to purchase and move
commission and Chief Deputy John
as a whole for the past decade,
buy
^,y outbidding his com- a defunct Bangor, Maine staThe committee headed by John the building was set up.
Sawyer of the sheriff’s department
may return this year. ’The mer
Long lx fore 6.30 when the drive petitors.
, tion here. Restrictions imposed by
H. McLoon used 10 trucks and 25
The officers seized 22 pints of
chants committee of the Chamber workers to make the rounds of
liquor at the Ristaino lunch stand
ended the floor of the former NaAll funds raised by the drive FCC on locating of that wavelength
of Commerce, meeting Friday with city homes.
deau Restaurant
was groaning will go toward the payments on the station too close to one of like wave
and five pints and three fifths at
Thomas Chrisholm as chairman,
Within less than an hour of the with the weight of the collection, iron lung presented to the city by length at Salem, Mass., caused the
Payson’s residence.
has proposed that the bargain days
start which was heralded by three
Bottles by the thousands were the club.
i------------------ —_ _ _ _ _ _
be held on Aug. 17 and 18 this
year.
Action on the proposal will be
taken by the directors of the
I Chamber at their next meeting.
Cars Of James Leonard, of
At the meeting also, the memCamden and Robert Lear
' bers discussed the problem of
ned, Ingraham Hill
lighting for the Christmas season
and the stand which the merEntered
| chants should take regarding soPolice received two reports of:
i licitation in business esta-blishpetty theivery from cars Saturday \
committee hearing by the
| ments.
Closing out a Winter fishing sea Spurling, Dale Lindsay, Rockland; night. Both were cases where peo- Highways Committee of Legislature
The Dollar Days, as proposed,
son for the port of Rockland, Carl Simmons, Rockland; Foster pie had left groceries in their cars On the proposal to have the State
would be a city-wide event which
Farrell, Owls Head, Robert Fo- ,
the same were stolen during . . .
.
,
. . ,
lnc same
re
UU1“* aid in construction of a municipal
would draw people of the coastal which has seen the record high for garty, Rockland: Kenneth Wiggin.1 ana
the evening.
area into the city in search of bar payoffs to crews topped several Rockland; Donald Morang. Owl's
pier aa Rockland, and roadway to
James Leonard of Camden lost
gains offered by local stores.
times, the trawler Breaker broke Head and Ralph Grant of Rock
groceries to the value of $890 from the structure will be held at 130
Members of the Merchants Com the record last Thursday. The land.
his car which was parked at the >' m Wednesday in Augusta.
mittee. with Chairman Chisholm, General Seafoods owned craft un
Maine Central Railroad yards
The me<:tin« ’’dn * attended by
are Robert Gregory, John Rapose,
Leonard
had
attended
the
theatre
representative
of the City Council,
Sam Savitt, and Kennedy Crane. der Capt. Percy Spurling landed
and when he returned found that Rockland Chamber of Commerce
212,000
pounds,
for
which
the
fillet
Chamber President Robert Hudson
a window in the car had been bro- and the North Haven and Vinalhaplant paid $10,987.
and Secretary Nathan Fuller at
ven Port Authorities. There is ex
ken and the groceries taken.
Sharing in the crew’s portion of
tended the meeting.
pected
to be a delegation of some
Robert
Learned
of
Ingraham
Hili
the sizeable figure, which is 60
lost approximately $8 worth oti 25 persons from each North Haven
Advertise in The Courier-Gazette
percent of the total, were Capt.
groceries from his car which was and Vinalhaven who will attend
SATURDAY, APRIL 14 parked on Main street near the the se>siori
Opening at 9 o’clock
Spaulding sheet metal shop. In The hearing arises from a bill
this instance, police said the car which has been presented to Leg
ST. PETER'S
islature in which the State High
had been left unlocked.
UNDERCROFT
way Commission would be author
Thomas Moore, a farmer of ized to construct a road and ter
Montgomery County, Md., obtained minal at Rockland for the conveni
The Rockland Chamber of Commerce is setting up a
the first U. S. patent on a house ence of the people of the Penob
permanent file of housing accommodations in this area—
hold icebox in 1803.
scot Bay Islands as a part of the
State highway system.
rooms, cabins, lodging houses and hotels—to be maintained
The project, and the bill, is be
on an active, year round basis. This service will be avail
ing sponsored by the Chamber of
able to the public not only during the summer tourist sea
Commerce and the Rockland Mu
nicipal Government as a direct
son, but also for use when inquiries are received for hous
service to the Island residents.
INTRODUCTORY SHOWING
ing for conventions, trade association meetings, or other
Will the person holding The people on the islands and

MADE TWO LIQUOR SEIZURES

Kenneth Payson and Michael Ristaino Were
Fined $100 and Costs, Each

e

,-UJ ,✓*
I

Kiwanians Gathered Nearly 18 Tons Of Paper,
Scrap Iron, Rags and What Not Sunday

Revive Dollar Days

BREAKER BREAKS RECORD

Stole Groceries

RUMMAGE
SALE

FREE LISTING of ACCOMMODATIONS

MAYBE THIS IS

YOU!

special events, which may be brought to Rockland.

If you

are interested in being listed in this file, please fill out the
following questionnaire and return it to:

ROCKLAND CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, BOX 238,
ROCKLAND, MAINE

OF GREAT VALUES IN

contact before April 14

F. F. Richards, Rockport

17-JEWEL BANNER BUYS

................................................. PROPRIETOR ...............................

By the Roving Reporter

A letter from Mrs. Doris T. Lind
quist, President of the Women’s
Fellowship, who styles herself "a
resident and taxpayer in Rockland,
who wants at all times to be proud
of her city,” compliments several
of The Courier-Gazette's depart
ments and concludes with thia
statement:
"Also I would like to register my
endorsement of Douglass Cooper's
opinions concerning the usages of
Community Building. It Is a
deplorable situation when noises
,rom the bowling alleys disturb the
enjoyment of a scheduled concert
and most discourteous to the entertaining artists."

deal to drop through.
Incorporation papers for the
broadcasting firm have been pre
pared and are to be presented to
the secretary of state' for official
recognition of the corporation
The papers will call for $100,OOC
capital stock.
Officers of the corporation ar(
listed as Carleton D. Brown os
Waterville as president; Kennedy
Older resident of Warren recall
Crane of Rockland as treasurei
a hoax which was played on them
and Samuel Collins of Rockland as
many years ago. A sign appeared
clerk.
in front of Glover Hall which read
Directors appointed at a meet
"Coming." It was followed a few
ing held Saturday are, Roland G
day's later by an invitation which
Ware, Lawrence Miller and Robert
read: "Come.” The night of the
W. Hudson, all of Rockland.
supposed entertainment arrived
Brown and Crane are to be in
and Glover Hall was crowded to the
New York Wednesday to complete
doors. The sign they read therein
plans for acquiring the eqiupment
said: “Gone.”
necessary to establish the station
As yet, no location for the sta
Harry A Chandler of Framing
tion has been chosen although en- ham. Mass., a former resident of
gineers who will install the equip- Brunswiclc ha5 earned hb retire
ment hate investigated several ment from tf,e Dennison Manuposslbili’.ies.
facturing Company. He has been
Portland sources have revealed in the concern’s employ 77 years.
that the possible closing of station
Here’s an old-fashioned parlor
WMTW there is providing the open
space in radio wave lengths which organ for sale ... In good condi
will permit the Rockland station to tion, keys, stops, swells, and pedals,
1 In good working order. Only $30.
go on the air.
The change around in Portland You remember them (a good Larmay see WPOR take over WMTW's kin premium, perhaps, that everyfrequency and Rockland take the one in the family sold soap and
wave length of 1450 now used by extracts fori . . .nice and shiny,
and efficient the first year, but sub
WPOR.
The entire plan, both at Port sequently more wheezy and un
land and Rockland, has to be ap certain with the passage of each
They’re pretty
proved by the Federal Communica twelve month.
tions Commission before it can be fashionable now, and I must say
the elegant walnut for the cases
put into operation.
was certainly prize wood Won
der where ours is now?—Arch
Soutar in the Lewiston Journal.
I don't know where It Is, but for
Arch's sake I hope it Is silent.

A NEW TERMINAL PIER

•I am having girl trouble," said
Edward Rowe Snow of Winthrop,
Mass., and Rockland, during the
course of his radio broadcast in
jovially announcing the birth on
officials operating the two passen March 28, of a daughter, Dorothy
ger boat lines Into Rockland are Caroline Snow.
vigorous supporters of the bill
Mrs. R. B. Ulmer of Port Clyde,
which would give them adequate writes:
docking facilities.
"March came in like a polar bear,
The old Maine Central pier at but Springtime is giving the world
the South End has been checked a new face. Pussy willows bloom
over by engineers and is believed ing, two plump robins flew down in
to be the most likely location for my yard. The three black crows
the new terminal. It is understood and their families fly down dally
that the present owners, Birdseye feasting on 1950 frozen apples, and
Division of General Foods, would •Honest to goodness Dump new
consider sale of the property
spinach is in the market, tender as
Cost of the roadway and terminal a woman’s heart and sweet as her
pier is estimated to be $100,000 and kiss’”
that Is the figure requested in the
‘T hope,” sighs The Courierbill which is to be given hearing.
City Manager Farnsworth, who Gazette's Black Cat “that Rock
is to attend the hearing, said Mon port's Seaside Wonderland will
day that the new terminal pier make oodles of money, and that a
would be much the same length tiny portion of it will be spent on
as the old pier. The Maine Central a new typewriter ribbon for the
wharf extended into the harbor publicity man.” To which I can
between 600 and 700 feet and was say a fervent Amen, Brother.
100 feet in width at its widest point There’s nothing more exasperating
with widths as low as 60 feet near, than a shadowy, ghostly news re
lease indicted on a typewriter
er the shore.
sports ribbon dating from prehis
toric type writer days.—Arch Sou
tar in the Lewiston Journal.
General chairmen Mr. and Mrs.
There may not be another one
Donald Calderwood have named
in existence. George A. La Combe
the following committees for the
hands me a printed invitation to
fried clam supper to be served in
(Continued on Page Six)
the
Methodist Church
vestry,
SATURDAY, APRIL 7
Thursday night, April 5: Publicity
10.06 A. M.
Burpee Furniture Store Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Sylvester;
FOOD SALE
tickets, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Greg
McLain P. T. A,
40-42 ory; dining room, Mrs. J. Webster
Mountfort; music,
J. Weteter
STUDLEY’S
Mountfort; coffee, Mrs. Russell
FURNITURE STORE
Abbott; pies, Mrs. Toiva Suomela
and Mrs. Charles Jillson. Lawrence
SATURDAY. APRIL 7
Harmon, Higgins Beach, Maine,
10 A. M.
who is known throughout the New
Benefit Educational Club
England States for his fried clams
Scholarship Fund
is doing the frying. There will be
two servings, one at 6 p. m., and
the other at 7 p. m.

Committees Named

COOKED FOOD SALE

INN

No. of Rooms or Cabins .............. Rates: jingle ............ Double

Dinner

ROUTE 1, WALDOBORO

WINSLOW-HOLBROOK-MERRITT
POST NO. 1, A. L.

OPENS MONDAY, APRIL 9

PAST COMMANDERS’ and PAST PRESIDENTS’
NIGHT

NEW—MODERN—ATTRACTIVE

Thursday, April 5—8 P. M.
At the Legion Home

FOR THE FIRST TIME

Ocean

FOR AS LITTLE AS

Recreational Facilities: -........-........ -.............................................................

Other Information You Wish Included: .....................................................

Smarter!
Smaller! De
signed by
H enslee.
Come now
for yours!

FAT ONIY $1 A WEEK

Si IJ]LIKA

JEWELERS 4

40-tf

IL

THE BLACK CAT

NADEAU’S

Open (check) Year Round . ......... Seasonal Only ..........Dates Open

Parking Facilities: Yes----- No...... Near or on: Lake

40-44

NEW

ADDRESS..........................................PHONE ..... ......... ROUTE NO.........

Heated ... Bath ... Showers .... Meals: Breakfast .... Lunch

Rockport Seaside Wonder

land Carnival ticket 1796

ELGIN

Volume 106, Number 40.

Hearing In Augusta Wednesday On the Bill
Seeking State Aid On $100,000 Project

Lands 212,000 Pounds Of Fish Here—Crew
Shares 60 Percent Of $10,987

name

par ysar
six aoai

May Be In Operation In As Little As Three
Months—Carleton D. Brown Of Water
ville Corporation President

Stonington Man Takes Over Big Plant From
Burnham & Morrill
Announcement was made yes
terday that the Burnham & Mor
rill Canning plant in Stonington
has been purchased by Ralph K.
Barter and a group of other inter
ested persons.
The new company will assume
the name of R. K. Barter Canner
ies, Inc. Mr. Barter was origin-

*4 J*1

Tuesday
Issue

ELGIN with DURtPOWER MAINSPRING

SEAFOODS
STEAKS AND CHOPS
REGULAR DINNERS
SANDWICHES, FOUNTAIN DRINKS. ICES
DINING ROOM SERVICE, COUNTER SERVICE
40-41

That Never Breast

40-41

LEGIONNAIRES. THEIR LADIES AND LADIES OF THE
AUXILIARY ARE CORDIALLY INVITED TO ATTEND

Attorney General Alexander LeFleur and
Hector Staples. Past Department Commanders
Will Be Guests of Honor
Entertainment and Buffet Lunch, plus the Presentation of 30, 25
and 20 consecutive year membership awards.
Names and years elsewhere in this paper
40-41

C

Tuesday-Thura&y-SiTuran
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WILLIAM E. KOSTER HONORED MY GRACIOUS! SEE WHAT BOB SAYS
Our Sports Editor Thinks Tigers May Go
Through Unbeaten—League Schedule

By Ralph W. Tyler
In for them Wednesday night. (I
could have walked to Bangor and
got them in that time».
• • • •
The Bird Memorial Plot and
Plaque at Burkettville will be made
presentable for Memorial Day un
der direction of Em Crie. Ed Dornan furnished all ‘‘dope" neces
sary except the oxalic acid.
John Pomeroy relieved the em
barrassment of no program by ad
dressing the club on safety in in
dustrial and outdoor pursuits.
Representative Ralph Winchenpaw of Friendship joined the asso
ciation. First Selectman Willard
Brown of South Thomaston also
joined.
Special citation should be ex
tended to Dave Mann, Chet Wall,
Raymond Rackliff and Herb Elwell
of Spruce Head and Archie Rack
liff of South Thomaston for their
effort in bringing in new members
recently.
Peter Reed. Jr., one of Knox
County’s most ardent and success
ful trappers, was a late arrival.
• • • •
Big picnic and field day set for
next August.
Nominating
committee
(via
grapevine) seeking present secre
tary Roy Miller of Rockland, for
new president.
Ex-Warden Bill Davis was the
onl>’ «^est of honor present‘
"Yours truly” chosen to head the
1951 Salt Water Sports Fishing
Committee.
Association’s prize boat from the
workshop of Winn Brannon report
ed about ready for public show
ing.
C. J. Bowley and Ed Dornan had
a private "pow-wow" on the subject of A1,ord
pro>*rty lines
S R. O. in K P. Hall during the
business meeting.
Bob Pendleton’s offer to pur
chase outdated Federal Duck
Stamps for the Club House Fund
brought immediate response from
manv who had theirs in thelr
pockets.
Quick action approved on tabled
provisions embraced in DingellJohnson Bill. House and Senate
members t0
sent letters urging
reactivation to favor passage.
"Sportsman’s Guide" pushed as a
vital accessory for full participa
tion in the doings of the club. New
and renewing members took kind
ly to the idea. Drive for SG ad
vertizing among local merchants
underway.
Screen at Salt Pond not yet re
placed due to high water condi
tions.
Meeting adjourned at 9.35 p. m.,
by President Bicknell.
P S. Carl Griffith is on a diet,
Very likely he’s in training for the
strain of open water fishing. I understand his party of ’fly purists”
are all set for opening day with
Forest Lake. Peters, Ross and Has
tings Ponds for brook trout and
Rocky Pond for brookies and
browns on the retinue.

The 'Sportsmen Say" column by
Gene Letourneau, reports a num
ber of over-size black bass were
caught by ice fishermen the past
season at China Lake. All fish
were released.
Elliot Smith of Ingraham's Hill
was one of the local anglers who
caught one of those huge bass and
he tells me it was one of the larg
est of that species he had ever
seen. "Probably go all of six
pounds.” said Elliot.
• • • •
I understand more trout than
usual were caught a: AUord Lake
this Winter. Frkom such reports
as I have received these trout
could not have been individuals of
the recent stocking as they were
all around a pound or more. This
is certainly good news. Alford’s
contains many fine trout and I
have always contended that with
normal water levels at time of
spawning runs will result in some
natural propagation there.
A project of stream improve
ment by the Knox County Fish and
Oame Association will be proposed
there for late Summer action Hart
and Lily Pond brooks are suitable
for spawning trout in season, and
I believe salmon would enter these
brooks, too, if they were made more
accessible.
According to Cooper Survey No
5, Lermond Pond was the richest
water of Knox County with re
gard to aquatic organisms suitable
for the rapid growth of fish. I ex
pect the brown trout in Lermond’s
will be “lunkers” in a few years.
Please report any brown trout
caught in Lermond’s to your game
warden. This will insure a continuation of the present stocking
policy.
Highlights of the recent fish and
game meeting at Thomaston:
Herb Louis ate only one piece of
pie.
The Pythian Sisters spread a 40plate full course chicken supper
to accommodate 80 hungry men
and everyone seemed to have
plenty.
Movies didn’t arrive in time for
showing. Secretary Miller, however, reported their safe arrival
Saturday morning. The order was

STATE OF MAINE
County of Knox, ss.
March 16. 1951.
Taken this 16th day of March.
1961 on execution dated March 1,
1951, issued on a judgment ren
dered by the Superior Court, for
the County of Knox at a term
thereof begun and held on the sec
ond Tuesday of February. 1951,
to wit, on the twentieth day of
February, 1951, in favor of Camden
National llank, a banking corpora
tion organized under the laws of
the Uhited States and located at
Camden. Knox County. Maine,
against Scoblick Bros., Inc., a dulyorganized corporation having a
place of business at Rockport.
Knox County, Maine, for $4,459.28
debt or damage and $11.05 costs of
6Uit, said execution showing by en
dorsement a credit of $2000
thereon, said execution and judg
ment having been duly assigned by
the said Camden National Bank to
Philip A. Davis of said Rockport by
assignment dated March 15. 1951,
and will be sold at public auction
at the office of the Sheriff in the
Knox County Court House in
Rockland, Maine, to the highest
bidder on the 18th day of April,
1951. at ten o'clock in the forenoon,
the following described real estate
and all the right, title and inter
est which the said Scoblick Bros.
Inc., has and had in and to the
same on the 19th day of Novem
ber. 1949, at 8.30 o’clock in the
forenoon, the time when the same
was attached on the writ in the
same suit, to wit:
A certain lot or parcel of land
with the buildings thereon,
situated in West Rockport. Coun
ty of Knox and State of Maine
bounded and described as fol
lows:
Commencing at a stake and
stones on the south side of the
highway running from Ingra.
ham’s Corner to Rockport and at
the Northwest corner of land of
Philip A Davis; thence easterly
along said highway twenty rods
to stake and stones; thence S.
17° E. twenty-four rods to stake
and stones; thence westerly and
parallel to said highway twenty
rods to stake and stones; thence
N. 17° W. twenty-four rods to
point of beginning. Con tainthree acres, more or less.
Excepting and reserving there
from a portion thereof deeded
by the said Scoblick Brothers, Inc.,
to the said Philip Davis.
See deed Scoblick Brothers, Inc.,
from Philip A. Davis dated Sep
tember 17, 1948. recorded m Knox
Registry of Deeds. Book 302, Page
530
P. WILLARD PEASE.
H-T-4Q
Sheriff

MARTINSVILLE

,

j

.
i

Mrs Lilia Clark, accompanied by
Mrs. Leland Hart, went to Portiand one day last week to .see Capt
.
*fIand Hart’ who ls a patlem in
c“e ^*arine Hospital. Capt. Hart
18 making gradual improvement,
Eugene Allen of Atlantic City,
N. J., is a guest of his sister, Mrs.
Harold Small.
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Waltz
were week-end visitors in Augusta
Mrs. Hans Smith of Walpole,
Mass., is visiting at the Nelson
Gardners’
Mrs. Harold Mason and Shirley
Dwyer of Rockland spent the
Easter Week-end with Clarence
Dwyer.
Harold Hupper accompanied by
Wallace Watts spent Monday at
Deer Isle.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hooper are in
Boston this Week-end to attend
wedcUng of Mr Hooper’s
niece. Miss Dora Seavey.
Mr and Mrs. Charles Dwyer,
who have been spending the Win
ter at Hebron Academy, Hebron,
returned Wednesday to their home
here.
The Ladies' Circle served a sup
per at the church vestry March 22.
Joseph Hooper of Rockland spent
Easter with his daughter and sonin-law. Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Taylor.
The Ladies’ Circle met with Mrs.
Molly Keene on Thursday.
See the latest styles In Furs and
Cloth Coats, moderate prices, top
quality, at Lucien K. Green * 8on.
1-tf

(By Bob Mayo)
Dont look now but Rockland
just possibly could have the best
High School baseball team of re
cent years this time out. The
Tigers are loaded and should give
some teams in their class trouble
as well as mopiping up the K-L
league as usual; in fact it will be
a surprise if they don’t go through
their league schedule undefeated.
The pitching staff tells most of
the story; any team having the
I likes of Dick Baum, Mike Levinthal, and Christy Alex is definitely
in the chips, and in addition the
Tigers can field experienced players
at every position but shortstop.
Catching will be taken care of
by George Alex, number 1 last year,
and Fred Korpinen; Chuck Robarts
has had experience on first or he
can play the outfield
If Mr.
Touchdown really wants to give out
W'. E. Koster of Rockland has in Portland. Feb. 9 Others are it is my belief that he can hit in
just been made a member of the sceduled later this year. Each ses the neighborhood of the .500 mark,
Maine, New Hampshire and Ver sion leads to Regional conferences this year besides fielding acceptably.
in New York and National confer He was second in hitting last year
mont Chevrolet Dealer Committee
ences in Detroit of dealer repre at around .340.
which will study problems of Chev sentatives.
Over at second there is Bobby
rolet dealers and make suggestions
Th? dealer corpmittee system ori "The Brain” Gardner who is a
for the future development of the ginated by Chevrolet 14 years ago great competitor and fair country
business to the Chevrolet Central has been widely accepted by the hitter, while third will probably be
Office in Detroit.
industry and was designed to draw taken care of by Paul "Line Drive”
Mr. Koster was chosen for the upon the experiences of retail men Sulides who led the team in hitting
honor by a vote among fellow as a guide for future sales programs last year and stops as many
dealers in these three States. The and activities sponsored by the grounders as the next one.
first Committee Meeting was held manufacturer.
Short is still a question mark
but Billy Hoch and Dave Altshuler
will try to plug the gap. In the
outfield there will be the veteran
and sweetsinging Bugs Benner plus
Editor, FRANK A WINSLOW
Bob Hooper and Carl Butler who
[EDITORIAL]
have both seen considerable ser
vice in the past.
CHOO CHOO GAINS
Some 29 players have indicated
The Maine Central’s net income for February was $121,427
their intention of reporting when
in comparison with $77,190 for the same month last year.
Mike DiRenzo issues the first call
Revenue showed an increase of $134,161, and operating ex
and there will probably be more
penses increased $38,100. Of the increased receipts, however,
later on Among others to try out
only $5,982 is credited to passenger revenue.
are Larry Hatch, Fred Strout, and
Harold Stassen, unsuccessful candidate for the Presi
dential nomination in 1948 cannot be counted out of the poli
tical picture, and the statement is made on the strength of
his own word In the radio forum "Voice of America" he
was a^ked point blank whether his political ambitions were
dead. His answer: "No I am not dead in any respect; neither
are my ideas.” The Minnesotan still has many admirers.
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• CHEER

Blaine Cousins, pitchers; John An
derson, Jimmy Coven and Jack
Burns, 1st base; Bob Connell, third
base; and outfielders Norman
Ames, Edgar Sukeforth, Ken Winchenbach, Floyd Johnson, Gary
Seavey, Bill McLaine, Bill Gould,
Jack Dodge and Peter Alex.
• • • •
At Camden Dool Dailey will have
virtually all of last year's outfit
back with the exception of Bob
Thomas. Dool expected to get his
pitchers and catchers working out
this week but has yet to issue a
practice call. Thomaston also ex
pected to get going this week. Both
these teams seemed to be somewhat
weaker in the pitching department
then Rockland.
• • • •
The Thomaston Clippers board of
directors unanimously elected John
ny Jenkins manager at a meeting
over the weekend and thus cleared
the way to get the team organized.
Jenkins piloted the team to the
flag two years ago and started last
year at the helm but resigned in
May.
The Clippers have a solid nucleus
of regulars with Jim Mayo, Enos
Verge, Russ Kelley, A1 Barlow,
Dana Sawyer, Newell Hodgkins and
Jenkins ready to go. However Jen
kins is the only proven pitcher.
There was talk that Russ Kelley
would try his hand at it as he has
a good fast ball. Dana Sawyer
was expected to do the catching
this year with Hodgkins going to
the outfield.
• • • •
The Knox-Lincoln baseball league
gets underway on April 26 and con-*
tinues through May 28. following
which Rockland and whichever
class M school is runner-up will
compete in State tournaments I
seem to recollect that my discarded
crystal ball said last Winter that
the Tigers would lose the plav-oft
for the State championship by one

run. That seems to be a pretty ac
curate prediction so I will stick
with it. Last year Boothbay Harbor
copped the class M crown and went
on to the semi-finals in the State
competition.

Knox-Lincoln Schedule
April 26—Camden at Rockland;
Thomaston at Waldoboro; Lincoln
at Boothbay.
April 30—Camden at Thomaston:
Rockland at Lincoln; Waldoboro at
Boothbay.
May 3—Waldoboro at Camden;
Thomaston at Lincoln; Boothbay
at Rockland.
May 7 — Lincoln at Camden:
Rockland at Waldoboro; Thomaston
at Boothbay.
May 10—Camden at Boothbay:
Thomaston at Rockland; Waldo
boro at Lincoln.
May 14—Rockland at Camden;
Waldoboro at Thomaston; Bootb-

bay at Lincoln.
May 17—Thomaston at Camden;
Lincoln at Rockland; Boothbay at
Waldoboro.
May 21—Camden at Waldoboro;
Lincoln at Thomaston; Rockland
at Boothbay.
May 24—Camden at Lincoln;
Waldoboro at Rockland; Boothbay
at Thomaston.
May 28—Boothbay at Camden;
Rockland at Thomaston; Lincoln
at Waldoboro.
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H. M. PAYSON & CO.
Investment Bankers
Established 1854

Member Boston Stock Exchange
93 EXCHANGE STREET,
PORTLAND, MAINE

ON WEDNESDAYS
HOTEL KNOX, THOMASTON
ROGER B. RAY
37-T-tf

GOING FISHING?
NEXT SUNDAY IS THE DAY!
We’ve Got That EVENRUDE MOTOR
and
Just the Boat Y’ou’ve Been Looking For—

“TOMAHAWK”
the boat that stole the New York Show

IN STOCK FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
“Tomorrow May Be Too Late”

W. D. HEALD
“Next the Village Green” Dial 460 Camden, Maine

■

AND “WARNING'’

Some encouragement is to be derived from the straight
forward report which Defense Mobilizer Charles E. Wilson has
just made to President Truman. He reassures the latter,
and the public, with the statement that" production of bigger
and better arms, from bullets to guided missiles, is beginning
to roll. The United States, he said, is "measurably safer"
than it was before Korea. In another year, we and our Allies
will have achieved "formidable strength." "Two years from
now," he added, “we should have military and economic
strength sufficient to give us reasonable safety against aggresion.” But he warned that the Nation still is a long way from
the military might it needs. He said the heaviest civilian
shortages lie ahead; a controlled materials plan for rationing
scarce metals to industry will be imposed in July; living
standards are going down and taxes up in the coming year,
and inflation is still the No. 1 enemy that could wreck the
whole preparedness program.
WHAT “I” CAN DO

When so amazingly many people in prominent places
are shown to have such spectacularly lax standards, the indi
vidual citizen—a pretty decent sort of fellow, on the whole—
is apt to feel pretty aggrieved and pretty helpless about it all.
Something ought to be done, he fulminates. But what can
“I” do?
At least one thing "I" can do is to stop blaming it all on
those fellows in Washington or those politicians of the local
machine, and start distributing tfie villainy a little closer to
home.
What about the traffic fine John Q. Citizen had “fixed"
a while back? What about that little item Mrs. John Q.
"forgot" to add to her income-tax return? What about John
Q. Jr.’s, casual patronage of the slot machines? What about
Auntie Q.'s smart maneuver in getting that expensive per
fume past the customs inspector? What about Uncle Q’s
quiet but powerful pressure to have the city parking lot lo
cated where it would do the greatest good to his business?
But all these things are so picayune, murmurs the pretty
decent average citizen. Really? What would the bigtime
operators do without John Q., Jr.’s, coins in the slot machine?
And is it really so much more venal an offense to take than to
offer a bribe—or should we say a “favor"? Personally, we
think Auntie Q.’s undeclared Paris perfume might smell just
as bad to a moralist from Mars as today’s headlines.
Here is an area where the ordinary citizen is far from
helpless. To sharpen individual conscience is to give a cut
ting edge to protests against public laxity and corruption.—
Herald Tribune.

HOW MONEY GROWS TO sl,000
IF SAVED MONTHLY
$ 5
$10
$12
$15
$20
$25

monthly
monthly
monthly
monthly
monthly
monthly

for
for
for
for
for
for

163 months.......... $1,003.37
90 months........... 1,009.69
76 months........... 1,002.49
62 months............... 1,004.25
48 months........... 1,020.80
39 months........... 1,022.75

you ever wondered how it would
feel to go the limit on power and com
fort and quality in an automobile?
ave

H

Or how it would feel to be lord and master
of a car that can take its place with the finest
in the “fine-car field”?
Then, sir, this is a call to action.

I he first action is yours—the simple action
of getting in touch with a Buick dealer and
planting yourself behind the wheel of a
Roadmaster.
1 hen let this great-powered and dazzling
performer take over.

There's action in every one of the 152
horsepower in its Fireball engine-more
action than most proud owners of this eager
beauty will ever use.

magnificently poised on coil springs which
individually cushion every wheel.

There’s a spacious feeling of room, above
and around you—room that is unsurpassed
anywhere in the fine-car field.
And to make every mile effortless and
relaxed,there's the very exclusive advantage
of Dynaflow Drive-not as an “extra,” but
as a standard Roadmaster feature.
So why not drop in and satisfy yourself, as
our guest, that here indeed is a fine car that
goes the limit—in everything but price!
Check for yourself what others ask—and
what others offer—and you'll discover
Roadmaster prices a call to action that a
wise man can’t ignore.
Equipment, accessories, trim and models are subject to change without notice.
Tuna in HENRY J. TAYLOR, ABC Network, every Monday evening.

1 here's counter-action in its gentle and suregripping brakes, the finest that Buiek has
ever engineered.

But there's also luxury—the luxury of
double-depth hoamtex cushions and custom
upholstery—and of ample roadweight

SntaMC Guy in. Cine. Com

BO A Di\l AST KB
Custom Itoilt hr tiuich

When Ix-ller nui»ui«biles nr<- bull)

This table is based on our current rate of 3%.

Telephone Rockland 430

Rockland Loan and Building Association
18 SCHOOL STREET,

ROCKLAND. MAINE

C. W. HOPKINS
TELEPHONE 1000-W

712 MAIN STREET ROCKLAND

C. W. HOPKINS
TELEPHONE 470

BAY VIEW STREET

CAMDEN

Mrs. Harold Whitehill and Mrs
Capt. Clyson Coffin’s trawler St
George is featured this month in1 Leland Trask will be co-chairmen
the national advertising of the of the Circle supper Wednesday
Cooper-Bessemer Corporation. The night in the Methodist vestry. They
advertisements picture the big will be assisted by Mrs. Fred M
Putnam Bicknell,
trawler under full speed and shows Knight, Mrs.
WALDO THEATRE:
Mrs.
H.
M.
deRoehmont,
Mrs. Carl
a
view
of
the
eng
ineroom
and
the
Today through Thurs.: "Royal
Philbrook,
Mrs.
John
Passons,
Mrs
new
Cooper-Bessemer
550
horse

Wedding.
”
April 5—Annual meeting of the
A.
G
Dolliver,
Mrs.
Herman
Stan

power
diesel
installed
the
past
Methebesec Club with a banquet
KNOX THEATRE:
year. Capt. Coffin is pictured too ley. Mrs. Earle Simmons and Miss
in the Masonic Hall.
Last times today: "Lullaby of
April 5—Girl Scout plays, ‘The
along with the craft which he owns Eva Rogers. Following the suppe:
Broadway." Starts Wednesday:
Kingdom of Make Believe” and
and skippers. The advertising is the WS.CS. meeting will be held
"The Magnificent Yankee”
‘‘Springtime" at the Rockland
appearing throughout the country with Mrs. Gunnar Erickson lead
plus "The M-G-M Story.”
High School auditorium at 7.15 p.m.
in fishing industry trade maga- ing the devotions. Mrs. Oliver Hol
April 13—Annual Spring Concert
STRAND THEATRE:
i zines.
den program chairman will present
Rubinstein Club. Congregational
Today and Wednesday: “The
Church.
Mrs. Bruno Rissanen of Waldoborc
Flying Missile." Starts Thurs
April 27—Colby College Glee Club,
An assessor's meeting will be held as guest speaker. Her subject will
day:
"Lemon
Drop
Kid."
and Colby Eight at the Univer- i
in the Community Building tomor be Social Science. Mrs. Rissanen
salist Church.
row from 10 a. m.. to 12 noon and holds M. A. and B. A. degrees from
CAMDEN
THEATRE:
April 27—Firemen's Annual Ban
from 1.30 to 3. State Assessor Er Simmons College and has recently
Today through Thursday: “The
quet, at the Firehouse, Rockland.
nest H. Johnson says: Each ass been appointed medical and social
Steel Helmet.”
April 28-29—State Conclave De
For time of shows see ads in
Molay in Rockland.
essor should arrange to attend the consultant of the State Depart
this paper.
April 29—Paper Collection Drive by
meeting. The expenses incurred by ment of Health and Welfare for
Sea Explorers and 4C&8.
attendance may be reimbursed in the Division of Crippled Children
May 4—“The Lamplighters.”
HORN
accordance
with Revised Statutes Members are reminded to take used
Aug. 3. 4, 5—Maine Lobster & Sea.
Chisholm — At Knox Hospital, Chapter 14, Section 66, which reads handkerchiefs and sweater to be
foods Festival.
April 1. to Mr and Mrs. Thomas B. Towns shall pay to said town as
sent to Miss Betty Hempstead fenChisholm, a daughter.
sessors a reasonable compensation use in her work in the Stanley
Adams—At Knox Hospital, April
and actual expenses incurred in Girls School, Hyderabad Deccan
“When that Aprille”—I recited It 1. to Mr. and Mrs. Christy Adams, complying with the requirements
India.
a son.
often enough in my schooldays, but
Snow — At Winthrop, Mass.. of this chapter. This year new
can't remember the rest of the fa March 28. to Lieut, and Mrs. Ed slidees have been made to illus
City Councilmen now have new
mous quotation. It was something ward Rowe Snow of Winthrop and trate and emphasize the assess comfortable chairs around the
about “showers" but would seem Rockland, a daughter — Dorothy- ment of personal property. There council table in the Municipa
to apply to the present period. The , Caroline.
will be ample time for question? Court rooms after teetering pre
Almanac says "Grass fire danger I Parker—At St. Francis Hospital, and discussion on this subject as cariously on the ancient furniture
Peoria,
Ill.,
March
27,
to
Dr
and
tomorrow," but we'll need lots of j
Mrs. George Mason Parker (Cath- well as on other assessment prob of the room for the past several
drying weather between now and erine Fischerl of Peoria, Ill., a lems. A cordial invitation to attend years during their meetings.
the 4th.
daughter—Christina.
is extended to all municipal off
Philip Howard is convalescing
icers.
MARRIED
MacDonald Class of the First
from a severe illness at his home
Baptist Church met
Thursday Stoia-IIobbs—At Braintree. Mass.,
Mrs. Diana Pitts spoke recent on Summer street. His son Conrad
night with Mrs. Madge Fifleld March 24 Pfc. John Stoie of Brook ly before the Thomaston Teachers’ j who was called here, has returned
line, Mass., and Katherine EamBible study was led by Mrs. Mil on Hobbs, daughter of Mrs. J. Association on Tier trip to New to Rockville Center, Long Island
dred Hart. Assisting hostesses were Crosby Hobbs of Camden
Orleans. She also showed beaut it u New York.
Mrs. Harriet Emery. Mrs. Marjor
Stein-Harriman — At Warren, colored slides of the city.
The Community Building went
ie Bickmore and Mrs. Margaret March 31. Stanley 8. Stein of War
under
municipal
management
Chaples. Others present were Miss ren and Barbara P. Harriman of
The formation of an Emblem
Monday.
This
arrangement
fol
Thomaston.
—
by
Rev.
J.
Homer
Charlotte Cook. Miss Fannie Cope,
Club has been proposed in the
lowed a move by City Council and
land, Miss Aggie Copeland. Mrs Nelson.
Rockland Lodge of Elks. The clut
the former board of governors ol
Hastings-Cassidy — At Wichita
Mab 1 McKusic.
Mi's. Florence
Falls, Texas. March 24. Pvt. Henry is for the ladies of the members the building last month. Now, the
Young, Mrs. William Brawn, Mrs E. Hastings of Thomaston and Do and is an auxiliary of the lodge.
city receives all income from the
Marjorie Argyle,
Mrs. Arabelle lores Cassidy of Owl's Head.—by
Chief Deputy Sheriff John J j building and in turn assumes re
Knight, Mi's. Blanche Gardner Rev James H Westbrook.
Sawyer of Thomaston is serving a? j sponsibility for its operation and
Mrs. Bertha Bell, Ms. Muriel
DIED
night turnkey at the County Jail 1 salaries of employees while main
Thurston, Mrs. Dorothy Baxter
Femald—-At Rockland, April 1,
Mrs. Audrey Teel, Mrs. Agnes Clara Matilda Femald, age 83 The sheriff's office is now kept op. taining the structure as it has done
since it was constructed.
Young. Mrs. Anne Billings, Mrs. years.
Funeral services today en from morning until after mid- (
Emma Hill, Mrs. Rachel Halrmon, (Tuesday) at 2 o’clock from the night daily with Sheriff Pease
The Mission Circle of the First
Mrs. Susan Bowley and Mrs. Vir Burpee Funeral Home. Interment planning to keep it open around I Baptist Church will meet in the
in
Achorn
Cemetery.
the clock in the near future.
ginia Stoddard.
vestry at 2 o’clock Wednesday. Gift
Miller — At Hempstead, N. H.,
boxes will be opened at this meet
March
23.
Christopher
L.
Miller,
Mrs.
James
E.
Cousens
Rockland
Rev. Maurice Dunbar of South
ing.
father
of
Richard
L.
Miller,
Glen
Womens Division chairman an
Thomaston commented this mom.
Cove Cabins.
nounces
the
following
ward
cap

ing on the fact that April 1 was
City Assessor Arthur Doherty
Curtis — At Washington. Me.,
the 20th consecutive Sunday that April 1, James L. Curtis, Sr., age tains for the April Cancer Crusade. sent out his corps of assistant as
rain fell at some time during the 65 years. Funeral Wednesday at . Ward 1, Mrs. Lincoln McRae, Jr.,; sessors Monday morning to canvas?
day.
2 o'clock from the Washington Ward 2, Mrs. Earl Sukeforth; Ward the homes of the city to revamp
Church. Burial in Sea View 3, Mrs. R. Morton Estes and Mrs. I the lists of personal property in
Mrs. Laurence P. McAuliffe at Cemetery.
I Charles R. Duff, co-captains; Ward each household. The assistants who
Davis — At Methuen, Mass, ; 4, Mrs. Thomas Stone; Ward 5, i
tended the meeting in Augusta o:
will be calling at city homes are.
the M.D.C.C.W. as first vice presi March 27, Carrie Affleck, age 75 Mrs. Albert Emery; Ward 6, Mrs , Mrs. Belle Frost, Ward 1; Mrs
yeais.
dent of this district.
Rose—At Lincolnville, April 1, Ronald Lord and Mrs. Theodore Reita Holden, Ward 2; Mrs. Ma
Raymond Lewis Rose, age 63 years. Sylvester, co-captains; Ward 7. rion Lake, Ward 3; Mrs. Carolyn
At the meeting of Anderson Aux Funeral services at 2 o’clock Wed Mrs. Edward Noyes and Mrs. DewMcIntosh, Ward 4; Mrs. Leonise
iliary Wednesday officers are re nesday from the Gilbert C. Laite ' ey Call, co-captains.
Delano, Ward 5; Mrs. Beatrice
Funeral
Home.
Interment
in
quested to be present as there is
Robinson, Ward 6; and Mrs. Adah
work to be done. The usual baked Mountain View Cemetery. Camden.
CARD OF THANKS
Roberts, Ward 7.
Heal—At Bangor. March 29, Fred
bean supper with covered dishes
I wish to say "Thank you” to the
A. Heal of Lincolnville, age 75 residents of South Hope for their
will be served at 6 o’clock. The years.
Word has been received in this
Funeral services today
public is welcome to these suppers (Tuesday) at 1030 a. m. from the gift, to Mrs. Bertha Merrifield and City of the recent death of Mrs.
Mrs. Marion Linscott for their help,
Gilbert C. Laite Funeral Home. and to Mrs. Irene Pushaw and Era a Lunsford of San Antonio.
Meeting will be called at 7.30.
Interment in Hill Cemetery. Lin Robert Pushaw for supplying music Texas. Mrs. Lunsford who was a
Exalted
Ruler-elect
Michae colnville.
at my going-away party.
popular waitress at Hotel Rock
Fuller—At Camden, April 1, Nella
Arico and his staff will be installed
Richard A. Meservey,
land returned to Texas two years
by the Rockland Lodge of Elks Hosmer Fuller, age 80 years. Fu
South Hope.
40--lt
neral services Wednesday at 4
ago. At the time of her death she
April 10. The installation will bt o’clock from the Gilbert C. Laite
CARD OF THANKS
was visiting her daughter in Port
preceded by a supper.
Funeral Home.
Interment in
I wish to express my sincere land.
Mountain View Cemetery.
thanks and deep appreciation to all
Stone—At Camden. March 30. who brought so much cheer to me
IN MEMORIAM
Mabelle Brown Stone, of North by their cards and gifts, and also
In loving remembrance of my
Haven, wife of Leon Stone, age 63 to the nurses and doctors for their sister Mrs Edna Swears, who
years, 27 days. Funeral was held kindness during my stay in Knox passed away April 3, 1949.
Sunday. April 1, from the North Hospital.
Marion B Bartlett,
Sadly missed by Sister Lill.
Haven
Baptist Church. Rev.
40" It 40* It
Mrs. James Gregory.
George Merriam officiating
In
CARD
OF
THANKS
terment
in
Sea
View
Cemetery.
IN
MEMORIAM
OIL BURNERS
We wish to express our sincere
North Haven.
In loving memory of our son-inthanks to our many friends, rela law Howard V. Anderson, and our
RANGE BURNERS
tives and neighbors for their kind dear grandsons Robert E. and Da
expression of sympathy in our re vid C. Anderson, who died in Whit
POWER BURNERS
.0 M 4WC — ~
cent bereavement, also for the insville, Mass., April 4, 1948
beautiful floral tributes. With spe More and more each day we miss
cial thanks to employes of Cam
them
_TUI iiwhg] Ser*'te
den Textile Company, Penobscot
Friends may think the wound
View Grange and Rev. John A.
is healed
that unoLlrusively at
Barker and to all who furnished But they little know the sorrow
33-tf
tends the Family’s needs.
cars.
Lies within our hearts concealed
Mr. and Mrs. Charles L. Greg 40* It
Mr. and Mrs Carl Pager
ory and family.
40* It
The Sea Explorers will hold a
Fly anywhere in the world. Plane Cooked Pood sale Saturday at 10
GAME PARTY
and Hotel Reservations and tick o’clock at the E. B Crockett
EVERY FRIDAY
ets. Rockland Travel Bureau, 468 store.
40’41 I
At 7.J0 P. M.
Main street, Tel 563-R. 37-Tues-tf

TALK OF THE TOWN
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“House In The Desert”

The C-G Takes Another Step

WITH THE
THEATRES

Noted Picture, Ogen To All
Women In the Universalist
Vestry Wednesday
The meeting of the Universalist
Mission Circle in the vestry Wed
nesday afternoon at 2 o’clock will
be devoted entirely to the showing
of the talking picture “House In
the Desert." Secured through the
courtesy of our local Jewish friends,
and loaned by the National Jewish
Council in New York City, the un
usual film portrays the dramatic
story of the beginning, the growth
and the final establishir "nt of the
new State of Israel in Palestine.
The picture is of such vital in
terest and importance to all, in
the light of present day events in
the world at large, tnat .ne Uni
versalist women are throwing their
meeting Wednesday open to the
women or all the other churches,
and to the women of the generaal
public.
The meeting is called for 2
o’clock sharp in order that the
showing of the picture may be
finished a little before 3 p. m. for
the benefit of those who may have
later appointments.

The Weather

SERVICE

Tel. 51
A. C. McLoon & Co.

DflVISFUNERAlHOMES

TCWER ROE-41
COMMUNITY BUILDING
Aatpicea Knights of Columbus
1-tf

RUSSELL
Funeral Home
CARL M. STILPHEN
LADT ASSISTANT
24 HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

PHONE 701
I CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
1-tf

POOL ROOM FOR SALE

Now

TWO

Amazing

75

-]$

HEARING AIDS
—the Amazing Brand New Super-tiny $75 Zenith "Royal”
with the handy "Worry-Saver” Emergency Switch. No
need to carry an extra (emerg >cy) "A” battery with you.
Just touch switch and you have fresh full power instantly
—with safety.

TRY EITHER UNDER OUR UNCONDITIONAL

Ambulance Service
i-tf

CHINESE WOMANTO SPEAK

10-DAY TRIAL MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!
DON T BE FOOLED! No hearing aid can he made "in
visible.” Zeniths are inconspicuous as possible—with special
concealing devices if hearing loss permits.

HUSTON-TUTTLE BOOK CO.
408 MAIN STREET.

ROCKLAND. ME.
37-T-40

Community Bowlers

Mrs. Aileen Wei Will Address Rockland Lions
Club Wednesday Noon

In Municipal Court

Here's Where
Your SPRING SEW

Dollar Goes Brlhest!

The Seat
Of Your Problem

Miller’s Garage, Inc.

problem. Come in today
and see for yourself.

ATTENTION!

$7.95 to $16.50

Yes—We Have Them BOTH!

®
®

TEI.S. 390—624-M
110-112 l.lMEROCK ST.
ROUKI AND, ME.

A new service comes into being this week for persons using the advertising services of The CourierGazette. Especially designed advertising layouts and ideas for Rockland and Knox County merchants will
LINWOOD A. WITHAM
now be available from the skilled hands of William Burns, Jr., who is shown above at his desk. Burns is a
Linwood
A. Witham of Rockland
graduate of the New England Art School in Boston where be studied newspaper advertising layout as his
major course. The past two years he has worked in the advertising composition department of this news died at the home of Mrs. Dolores
paper to gain a thorough knowledge of the mechanical end of the industry before opening the layout service Merry in Belfast. March 29.
for advertisers.
He was born in Washington,
Feb. 19. 1880 son of James With
am and Abbie Hallowell Witham
He is survived by a niece, Mrs
Carrie Robertson of Northport, a
Elks Scoop Five Points Frorr step daughter. Mrs. Dolores H.
Seafoods — Arico Hits Merry of Belfast, a stepson, Peter
L. Surek of Rockland.
132 As a Starter
He was a member of the United
The Elks took the General Sea
Pentacostal Church of Rockland.
Foods into camp 5 to 0 aided by
Funeral services were held at the
the fine work of Arico who started United Pentecostal Church, South
Mrs Aileen Wei, wife of Dr. P versity and taught Chinese His ofi with a string of 132 pins and Main street in Rockland, Monday
H. Wei of Camden, will be guest tory and Chinese language for five ran up a total of 326. W. Willis had Rev Chester Staples officiating.
years. She left Yale last June to
high string for the shipyard ol Burial was in Ash Point cemetery.
speaker at the Rockland Lions Club
join her husband, Dr. Wei of the
109 while his brother, Steve, had
Wedilesday. She will be accompan. Tibbets Laboratories at Camden.
ORENTON H. WEED
the high total of 306. Elks. Norton
ied by Mrs. Jasper Akers.
Mrs. Wei will speak briefly on
Orenton
Howard Weed, son of
262, C. Carr 297, Lothrop 274, AnMrs. Wei was born in Peiping “China and the Chinese language '
the late David A and Ada 'Rogers)
astasio 278, Arico 326, total 1437.
China, and is a graudate of the She will give a practical demon
General Sea Food: S. Willis, 306 Weed, died Monday in Preston,
University of Yen Ching at Peip stration in translating Chinese
Dummy 255, Lowell 271, Genevitz Conn., after a long illness. He was
ing. She came to the United States characters from silk scrolls, with
57 years old.
249. W. Willis 276; total 1359.
in 1939 to continue her studies and an explanation of tone control
• • • •
He is survived by two sisters, Mrs.
graduated from the University oi Also an explanation and demon
Gulf took three points from the Cecil A. Beebe of New London,
Chicago and Columbia University stration in the use of an abacus MORR by winning the second Conn., and Mrs. Walter Seeley of
During the war Mrs. Wei was Mrs. Wei has allotted one-half ol string by 50 pins which gave them Durham, N. C. and Walter D. Weed
employed by the War Department her speaking time to a question high total by 18 pins. MCRR tak of New London and William H.
in the translation and educational period, and will answer all ques ing the other two strings by 2 and Weed of Rockland. Interment was
division. She composed a Chinese- tions within her scope of knowl 10. Danielson was high for Gulf in Jordan Cemetery, Connecticut.
English dictionary for the U. S edge.
with 108 single and 317 total. There
AU members of the Rockland were no outstanding scores for the
Army.
OPJS. list, date pricing charts
In 1945 Mrs. Wei entered the Lions club are cordially invited to men working on the railroad.
available at The Courier-Gazette
Chinese Department at Yale Uni have guests.
Gulf: Hopkins 360. Danielson office. Call 770 and we will deliver
38'48
317, Colby 261, L. Drinkwater 256; or come in and get ’em.
period of six months was imposed Sleeper 255, total 1349.
by the court.
MORR: Richardson 255, Robin See the latest styles in Furs and
Cloth Coats, moderate prices, top
son 270, Carsley 253, Legage 285
Osmond E. Bunker of 24 Orient
quality, at Lucien K. Green A Son.
Free!!
A
$5.95
Crepe
Blouse
will
Dimick 268, total 1331.
street, Rockland was fined $10 by
1-tf
In the National League Knox
the court Monday on charges ol be given with every Spring Suit sold
surprised the
speeding at 50 miles per hour on this week. Suit sizes, 9 to 15, 10 to Business College
Park street.
20, 1614 to 1814. Alfreda Perry, Water Co., by winning 4 to 1 in a
• • • •
7 Limerock street.
40-41. light hitting match, the college
boys won by only 5 pins.
Wayne H. Smith of St. George
Knox Business College: Dummy
was found guilty of passing a traf
255, Miller 266. Hastings 272, Sta
fic signal at the junction of
ples 256, Smith 262, total 1311.
Limerock and Main streets. He was
Water Company: Dummy 255. B
fined $10 after hearing by the
Winslow 251. C. Winslow 279, Sim
court.
• • • •
mons 243, Doak 278, total 1306.
IOOF beat P. O. No. 2 by 114
George W. Haskell of Owl's Head
pins and took all 5 points. M. Ben
was freed from charges of pass
ner had his eye on the ball and
ing the Stop sign at the junction
knocked down 118 for high string
cf Lincoln and Summer streets
The court ruled that only the op
and 329 for high total for the Odd
fellows, while Mosher did best for
erators of the two cars involved
P. O. No .2 with 104 and 302.
in a collision were witnesses to the
IOOF: Achorn 275, A. Benner 380
alleged infraction of the traffic
ordinances and that he considered
A. Makinen 269. B. Makinen 272
it a civil court matter.
M. Benner 329. total 1425.
• • • •
P. O. No. 2 Kirk 264, Thomas 262
Saturday, Robert L. Young of 18
Winchenbach 242. Mosher 302. El
• It’s tune-up time ... and
Rankin street, Rockland, was fined
lis 241, total 1311,
a good time to save money,
$10 on charges of speeding at 4C
too! Our skilled mechanics
miles per hour on Park street.
DUTCH NECK
If you get to the bottom
and specially designed,
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. Warren D. Smith
factory-approved equip
Anthony Guistin of 6 Trinity of things, you'll find that
of Rockland were Sunday guests oi
ment mean no wasted time,
street, Rockland w’as fined $5 for an extra pair of slacks can
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Claude
no “second guessing^ no
failure to observe a red light at solve your problem.
Miller.
hidden charges. Our fair
the junction of Limerock and
Gabardines and worsteds,
Mr. and Mrs. Linwood Miller
price policy will encourage
Main streets. Costs of $2.70 were
and two children were recent Sun
they will add extra wear to
also imposed.
you to come back again.
day guests of her parents, Mr. and
• • • •
your regular suits — and
Come in and see us today.
Mrs. R. Benr.er in Randolph, Me
Albert Wilson, Jr., of 124 Thom
you’ll be surprised how
Start the season right...
aston street, Rockland received a
Arthur Chute has been ill at his
motor-wise and budgetsuspended fine of $10 on charge? they make up into a smart
home this past week but is slight
wise!
of speeding at 40 miles per hour looking two-piece combi ly better now.
on Main street. A probationary
nation.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Chute and
Slacks are a nifty solu Mr. and Mrs. Fred Chute were re
DeSoto—Plymouth
tion to that extra coat cent business visitors in Rockland

RFC U S. PAT OH

—the sensationally successful "Miniature”—modern, effi
cient. Time-tested choice of thrifty thousands, AND

BURPEE
Funeral Home

3-Table. Completely Equipped Pool
Room. Excellent condition.
Apply to
CHARLES RONCO POOL ROOM
25 Bay View St.
Camden
39*41

i

The long established
business of
FLINT'S MARKET
276 Main Street

New Century Shirts
$3.95. $4.95

New Holeproof Sox
55c to $1.50
New Boys’ Shirts
$1.95, $2.95

rtf’*

Rockland

IS FOR SALE

(l)(
39-tf

HOCHLas
m .-a . r f

25-31 RANKIN STREET

Strawberry Plants
Howard 17 iPremier)

HERMAN P. SWEETSER

Da’ll Cud di. me. w4. hnw yoai
or bait at tba lif. of

nn» service

CUMBERLAND CTR. MAINE

38-52
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KIWANIANS SAY THANK YOU
We are thoroughly appreciative of the efforts
of everybody who helped us in the Sunday scrap
drive and through these columns express our
thanks
The generosity of citizens in giving us
material for the drive made it possible for us to say
that our objective was attained and the Iron Lung
is paid for.
ROCKLAND KIWANIS CLUB

~P9ie

fwt

Rockland Courier-Gazette. Tuesday. April 3, 1951
filled by past ncble grands for the I
opening and closing ceremonies. '
Evelyn Pitman acted as noble
grand and Alice Hall as vice grand.
ALENA L. STARRETT
INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
Correspondent
Twelve past grands were presented
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
with gifts and all past grands un
HERE'S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Tel «
able to be present were remem.
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines Inserted
bered. Lunch was served at the once for 50 cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10 cents
SOUTH HOPE
Warren Lodge I.O.O.F. conferred
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Meservey close of the meeting, under the di. each for each line, half price each additional lime used. Five small
the first degree on one candidate Sr., had 15 guests at dinner Eastei rection of Mrs Alma Doly. Avis
words to a line.
Friday. Visitors were present trom Sunday: Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hast Partridge and Sheilo Hart.
Special Notice! All "blind ads" so called, L e. advertisements which
Lincoln Lodge of Bath and Arabic ings and son of Houlton. Mr. and
Ellis Simpson has returned to require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette office for hand
ling, cost 25 cents additional.
Lodge of Rumford.
Mrs. Elmer Johnson and foui Criehaven after spending the
Mariner's Lodge, I.O.OF., of
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
children of Warren. Mr. and Mrs Winter at his home here.
Round Pond will work the second Howard Meservey Jr., and three
No classified ads will be accepted without the cash and na book
Mrs. Ellis Simpson entertained
clear. Other horsemen appeared out degree Friday night on candidates
keeping will be maintained for these ads.
of the timber and Wenslow set up a for Warren Lodge, I.O.OF. Early children of East Union, and Rich- the Willing Workers Tuesday.
*
ALL MUST BE PAID FOR
!
Covered
dish
dinner
was
served.
1
ard
Meservey.
shout of sheer joy.
as received except from firms or individuals maintaining regular ac
supper will be served.
The
next
meeting
will
be
with
Mrs.
Mrs.
Elmer
Hart
and
daughter
"Bluecoats. by cracky! They got
counts with The Courier-Gazette. Count the Words—Five To a Line.
Week-end guests of Mr. and Mrs
Brenda, were overnight guests ol ; Angie Fish.
'em on the run!”
Edwin K. Boggs were Edwin Boggs
Callers Sunday at Mr. and Mrs j
United States Cavalrymen werej Jr., and Miss Mary Jane Boggs ol Mr. and Mrs. Roy Jacobs, Wed
FOR SALE
FOR SALE
swarming down into the gorge and j Concord, N. H. Mias Virginia Boggs nesday at South Portland, Thurs John Chaples’ were Mr. and Mrs. }
day. Brenda went to the Maine Eye Archie Huntley of Camden and
taking up the chase. Evidently
LOBSTER Boat. 30' for sale; De.
BIRD Houses and Feeding Sta
they had come over the ridge dur of Concord. N. H. who came with and Ear Infirmary for treatment Mr. and Mrs Henry Brown of tions for sale, large ass’t RAYE'S Soto Engine, 80 traps, ready for
ing the night, feeling their way them Friday night, will remain of her eyes. They returned home Richmond, Mass.
CRAFT SHOP, Prescott St., City. Spring fishing. CHARLES SIM
down into the gulch tor this dawn with her parents here far a visit Thursday afternoon.
39*41
40*T*49 MONS. Rockport.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Moody have
assault. Frazer counted them as of a few weeks.
as house guest her sister, Mrs Alice
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Roy
Jacobs
of
BOAT
for
sale,
29'-i
ft.
small
1948 CHRYSLER. New Yorker,
they came out of the trees and dis Mrs. George Pote of Lynn, Mass,
for sale, 4-door, 6-passenger, 12.000 cabin and canopy, 60 h. p. Chris
appeared on the trail of the fleeing has been guest of her parents, Mr Rockland have been guests for a Clark of Thorndike.
40*42 Craft Marine Engine, also 8-cyl.
Mr. and Mrs. William Mitchell miles. TEL. 264.
few days of Mr. and Mrs. Ehnei
bandits. “Three troops," he esti
and Mrs. Clifford Over lock.
Buick 41 motor for boat LESLIE
and family have moved from the
mated cooly. “That ought to be
I Hart.
TEETER-BABE
Hedstrom
Baby HUPPER. St. George. Me,
39*41
Teachers in the Congregational
plenty to handle a gang of scared
Mrs .George Douglas of West Ed Mitchell house to the home , Carriage for sale. TEL. 223-J. beSunday School met Friday after
thugs."
GOOD
early
cut
fine
Hay
for
sale;
I
tween
6
and
7
p.
m
40*42
Rockport is visiting Mr. and Mrs they recently purchased in the
at barn or delivered. WM. DONO
“Wonder how they knew where noon with the Sunday school su Charles Merrifield.
village.
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
HUE. Owl’s Head. Tel. 255-W.
perintendent, Mrs. Sidney Wyllte
to ride in?” Wenslow muttered.
Fred Merrifield is a patient at
Four rooms with new bath on
38-40
to
make
plans
for
the
Spring
“Remember those riders last eve
Knox Hospital for surgical treat- LOST AND FOUND first floor and 4 rooms with new
POUR-Room
house
for
sale;
acre
ning?” Frazer replied. “I'd guess quarter.
, bath on second floor, modern kit
: ment of an injury received in his
land, elect.; sacrifice quick sale.
The Baptist Men's Forum will
they served as guides. I wonder
chen,
new
heating
system.
All
in
NOTICE—is hereby given of the
FRANCES MARTZ, South Hope.
how many outlaws will live to reach meet at the Montgomery rooms i hit-and-run accident Dec. 1949.
loss of deposit book No. 42878 perfect condition; 2d flcor so ar
38*40
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ewart
Spencer
of
the border?"
standing in the name of Nelson W. ranged that apartment may be
Thursday night for supper, followed
Dorchester, Mass., arrived Wed Fogarty and his guardians, Irving rented.
WHITE
cast
iron
Glenwood
In a little over an hour, a tired by a program, with Alan Robbins
An attractive Home and location Range for sale, with AB.C. oil
lieutenant and six troopers can newly appointed warden at the nesday night to spend the remain A. Fales and Reino E. Saastamoi- together with a 3-room apartment. burners. TEL. Thomaston 246-11.
tered up the gulch to meet the four Maine State Prison, the guest der of the week with her parents nen, ask for duplicate in accord 6 rooms, bath and furnace for
38-40
ance with the provisions of the
Mr and Mrs. Lloyd Brown.
people who had come down from
owner. Large lot and garage, $6500
speaker.
HEN Crates and lawn chairs for
Mrs. Lucretia Pushaw has re State Law ROCKLAND SAVINGS
Good value in a 6-rocm House sale. Window screens and screen
BANK, by Sidney H Pierce. Treas.,
the ledge. The officer looked wonThe newly formed Baptist Jun
with bath, furnace, and cemented doors made to order. FRANK
derlngly about him at the scene ior Young people group will meet turned from Camden where she Rockland, Me., April 3, 1951.
40*T 46 basement. About $4000
ADAMS. 6 Water St., Thomaston
of carnage in the valley, then he Tuesday afternoon at 3 in the passed several days with Mrs. Lou.
A duplex with 4 rooms and flush
ise Gratix.
38*49
looked appreciatively at Helen Bar- Montgomery rooms.
on
each
side.
This
property
may
tell. Touching his hat brim smartly
~
EXTRA
good
lot
of
standing
TO
LET
be bought for less than $1900 and
An all day meeting of the Bap
he asked, “Anything we can do to
WASHINGTON
if you have 3 or 4 hundred in Spruce for sale. CAPT. LEROY
tist Ladies' Mission Circle will be
help, miss?”
TWO
or
Three-room
Apt.
to
let
38*40
cash
the balance might be financed. WADLEIGH, Vinalhaven.
The
Ladies
’
Auxiliary
of
FarrarTEL. 422-R.
40*42
“I think you’ve done it,” she re held Wednesday at the Montgom
The Following .Are Out Of Town ' DESIRABLE House for sale;
Ross
Post
V.
F.
W.
have
purchased
plied with a smile. “Just now we're ery rooms. The love gift box open
An attractive Cottage on land right in Union village, 8 rooms,
LIGHT Hosekeeping Apt. to let.
anxious to know what happened to ing will be held at this time, and and presented to each of the schools with hot and cold water; flush; scaped grounds with bath and run modern conveniences, complete in
our recent enemies.”
new officers will be elected for the in town a U. S. Flag. This was kitchen range
TEL. Thomaston ning water. May be Winterized sulation, oil hot water heat. In
done on Thursday, March 22 when 104
quire U. S. WINOAPAW, Union.
40“It . for Winter living, $3200.
He grinned a little at her busi coming year.
37*42
A Bungalow, good as new and
nesslike tone. “Offhand I'd say
Marshall White is a patient members of the Auxiliary visited
SEOOND-floor Apt. to let, new
about the same thing that hap at the Maine General Hospital each school and with a short im ly-decorated, 5 large rooms and very attractive; 7 rooms with all
IGB3TER Boat, 35 ft. with
pened to the rest of these scound Portland, where he is receiving pressive service gave the flag, em bath, hot water furn. oil heat modern improvements and partly Chrysler marine engine for sale;
furnished for $7500.
rels. We harried them to the border,
also 150 traps with nylon heads,
blem of our country and the free Adults.
TEL. 178-M.
40*42
A good 8-room House with nev. TEL. Camden 2477.
36*41
and they ran squarely into a strong treatment.
dom which we all enjoy. The
furnace
and
attached
garage.
We!)
TEN.
Tons
Loose
Hay
for
sale,
Judith
White,
daughter
of
Mr.
force of Rurales posted at the south
—BICYCLE3 for sale, rebuilt, new
|
located
in
nice
neighborhood,
presentation
was
made
by
Mrs.
$20
per
ton
at
barn.
HERBERT
end of the valley. Apparently the and Mrs. Marshall White is visit
tires and paint.
One-half new
Rurales were not interested in tak ing her aunt and uncle, Mr. and Marguerite Creamer in a very HILLS. TEL. 14-3, Union. 40-45 , $3900.
RAYE'S CRAFT SHOP,
j A 95-acre farm on hardtop read pr.ee.
ing prisoners."
pleasing
manner,
with
prayer
by
FURNISHED
Apartment
of
two
Prescott St., City.__________39*45
Mrs. Albert J White at Wes'. Bath
rooms to let. Flush: 34 Fulton St. i with attractive 7-room house. Elec
She shuddered a little, but spoke
The April meeting of the Warren Mrs. Catherine Wellman, readings TEL. 1379-R.
tric
pump
and
running
water.
$3500.
39*41
with the same firmness that had Woman's Club will be held Thurs ) and remarks by others of the pre
In Waldoboro, a nice Farm of
"I think I can understand — and
THREE-Room Apt, flush and more than 50 acres of woodland
sentation
corps.
The
flags
were
day night at the Club Rooms start,
sympathize," she said clearly.
shed,
upstairs,
adults.
Central. and field. It has an attractive
ing at 7.30 Special guest will be accepted and thanks extended by
The lieutenant nodded, then looked Mrs. Gilbert F. Loebs of Water members of each school. The com Call after 5.30 or Sat. and Sun. Cape Cod house of 7 rooms and a
TEL. 648-MK.
39*41 good barn with cemented bottom
around at the three smokemittee in charge of presentation
UNFURNISHED rent to let at 9 Opportunity for poultry or general
grimed men. “Which one is Fraz ville, President of the Maine Fed
eration of Women’s Clubs, and in and exercises were: MesdamesAlma Maverick St. TEL 286-M after 5.30 i farming. Blacktop road. $3900.
er?” he asked abruptly.
Jones, Gertrude Jones, Marguerite p. m.
38-40 j Over toward Augusta is an excelFrazer identified himself, expect vited is the Woman's Club of
I lent 75-acre Farm with attractive
Creamer,
Myra
Cooley
and
Cath

TWO-room furnished apartment
ing a message from his superior. Union. Co-chairmen of the pro
house of 7 rooms, bath and furnace
Instead the officer frowned slightly. gram featuring a pageant of Pres erine Wellman. The citizens of the i with fllush to let. Delia Johnson, Barn 40'x88', garage, tool house
111
Pleasant
St.
TEL
829-M.
38-tf
town
on
behalf
of
the
children
“There's a funny sort of message for idents’ Wives, in living pictures,
and grain room Drilled well piped
you from a Captain Gonzales of the will be Mrs. Edwin Boggs and Mrs are very grateful for the Auxiliary’s
FOUR-Room upstairs Apt. to let; . to house and barn. About 40 acres
[ bath, hot water heat, central. ’ in field. A very attractive setup for
Rurales. He says to tell you that Fred Perkins in authentic costume | gift.
Nice 5 to 6 weeks old Pigs,
you're a hard man. I might add
$7700.
Fred Conrad, who has been a pa RILEY STROUT, Box 893, City.
Mirs.
Herbert
Weaver,
Sr.,
who
37tf
LEONARDS PIGGERY,
that he said it with a decent enough
tient
at
the
Veterans
Facility
at
Rockville, Me
grin. Then he added, 'Tell Frazer was a surgical patient at Knox
F. H. WOOD.
RENT
our
Cement
Mixer.
W.
H.
40-42
it will be well if he forgets about Hospital, Rockland, is convalescing Togus, has returned home and is GLOVER OO. Tel. 14; 453 Main St. Court House.
Rockland
40-42
Inez and me. We would like to for at the home of her mother and much improved in health.
35-40
THREE City Homes for sale. One
The Harry Kohrmans, Hartford.
get Senor Bartell.’ I hope it makes step father, Mr. and Mrs. Owen
AVAILABLE April 1, House of 8
LOBSTER Buoys for sale, any with 12 acres of land. V. F. STUD
some sense to you.”
Conn., were in town last week-end, rooms, bath, garage, some land for amount. MIKE HILT. 7 Otis St.. LEY. Rockland. Tel. 1234.
29tf
Reynolds.
, returning home Sunday.
~SEVEN-ROOM
House
with
bath
,
garden,
few
miles
from
city
on
main
Rockland.
39
41
Stein-Harriman
Grimy, Ragged Helen
road. Children welcome. If in
for sale. Inquire 41 ADMONTEM
Miss Barbara
P. Harriman
SIMMONS
sofa
bed
for
sale;
good
AVE. No Information by phone.
terested, write CHILDREN WEL
Accepts a 'Proposal'
APPLETON
as new, price reasonable MARCIA
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
145tf
COME, % The Courier-Gazette.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Leslie
Nichols
Frazer smiled thoughtfully. "I Harriman
of Thomaston,
and
34*40 ACHORN. 16 Marks Lane, City.
38*40
think I understand, lieutenant. Do Stanley S. Stein, son of Mr. and • Shirley Merceri) were overnight
RENT our Floor Sanding Ma
guests of her parents. Mr and
you happen to know who I am and
23 FT. Cabin Beat for sale.
Mrs.
Sigurd
S.
Stein,
also
of
Thom

chines.
Do
the
job
yourself.
We
why I'm here?”
Mrs. Ormond Keene, March 26 tell you how. STUDLEY HARD Suitable for lobstering, $50. less
aston were married Saturday night
“Yes. We knew that when our
The newlyweds were given a re WARE. Tel. 20, Thomaston.
motor. CALL 1401-W.______ 39*41
at
the
Congregational
parsonage
riding orders came."
30tf
ception Monday night by relatives
COMPLETE PAINT JOBS
CARPENTER Tools and Farm
“Good. Then I can ask you to do by the Rev. J. Homer Nelson, who ■ and friends. The house was deco
HEATED five-room Apartment Tools for sale; also Twin Bed and
ANY TYPE TRUCK REPAIRS
something for me. Try to forget used the double ring ceremony rated with Spring flowers and a (unfurnished) to let. TEL. 402.
mattress; 18 Gay St. TEL. 1158-W.
RADIATOR CLEANING AND
about the message you just gave The couple was attended by Mr
29tf
39-41
REPAIRS
large bouquet of yellow roses. Re
me."
and Mrs. William J. Va'.enta ol
ANT TYPE OF WELDING
FIVE-ROOM unfurnished Apt.,
freshments
featured
home-made
ice
BARRELS
for
sale.
Useful
for
The lieutenant looked puzzled, but Thomaston.
! cream and a beautiful wedding to let, hot and cold water furnished. floats, bait; Range Oil and Cider;
he managed to return Frazer’s
cake made by Mrs. Keene and Apply BICKNELL'S HDWRE. 26tf also two quart Bottles, Rubber
smile. "Consider it forgotten. Now
PORT CLYDE
SANDING Machine and polisher Stoppers, Chains, Nails, Paint,
778 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
tell me just one thing How many
decorated by Mrs. Jenness Keller
The property of the late Carroll
to let. Also a Wall Paper Steamer. second-hand Pipe and Iron. MOR
TEL. 202-W
men did you have when you fought
, of Lincolnville. Guests were Mrs. Inquire at SEA COAST PAINT RIS GORDON & SON, 6 T St.
1-tt
this battle?" His gesture indicated Hupper at Hupper's Point road has Nichols’
grandfather,
William CO., 440 Main St.
39tf
2tf
the scene of carnage around them. been sold to Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Wood,. Mr and Mrs. Jenness KelSIX Rooms and bath, unfur ””PLYMOUTH Coupe. 1937. lot“You're looking at us,” Frazer Percy.
DOUBLE Tenement Houae at 57
j ler, Jenness Keller, Jr. and Miss nished Apartment to let. Adults sale; new motor job. 6 tires, price
told him. “Privates Wenslow and
Miss Mabel Balano of Rockland
Gleason St, Thomaston, (or soli;
only.
TEL.
147-W.
after
5
p.
m.
M.
G.
Shutt
of
Lincolnville.
Miss
moderate;
13
TALBOT
AVE.
Frazer of the infantry. Generals was guest of her aunt, Mrs. Fannie
about an acre of land and small
16tf
39*41 barn
Glen Anne Payson, Hope. Mr. and
If you need a
Bartell and Rafferty of the artil Ellis. Sunday.
this Is a fine Investment. Contact
lery and strategic staff. You can
Mrs. Clifford Burkett of Camden SMALL Furnished Apartments to
Mrs.
Emily
Stevens
of
Rockland
H B. KALER, Washington. Tel.
trot out the medals any time now.”
and Mr and Mrs. John Treneer of let. Apply In person, 11 JAMES
EGGS & CHICKS 5-25
and Mrs. Mary Overlock of Thom
8t________________________ 129tf
Tltf
He sat down then, a little too tired
Rockland, the guests of honor, Mr.
CLEMENTS
Chicks — Hardy
HEATED and unheated furnished
”OR SALE--Have a few used
to carry on with the pretense. The aston, were guests of Mrs. R. B j and Mrs Leslie Nichols and Mr.
spu., to let. V. F STUDLEY, 77 "Maine-Bred” chicks can help in White Oil and Gas Combination
soldiers swung away to meet other Ulmer Tuesday.
and Mrs. Ormond Keene. Mr. and Park St. Tela. 8060 or 1234.
ltf crease your egg or meat profits this Stoves, Some Black Stoves, with Oil
Mr. and Mrs Allison Wilson, Jr.,
blue clad riders who were pelting
into the valley, and Frazer had have moved to their recently pur Mrs. Nichols received many lovely
ROOMS Board by day or week. year. We offer Red-Rock Black Burners. Electric Stove, Used Deep
gifts. They left Tuesday morning WEBBER'S INN. Tel. 240-1. Thom Pullets. R. I Reds, New Hamp- Freeze, Electric Washers, and Elec
tune to see tnat Derek Bartell, Ed chased home.
ltf shires. White Rocks, and Barred tric Refrigerators, that I will sell
for Palmer, Mass., where they will aston
Uelaplane and Carson Emery were
Emery Simmons was Easter guest
Crosses. Maine-U. S. Approved. cheap. If you are locking for corns
among the approaching troopers.
make their home for the present.
Pullorum Clean. Order Clements used stuff, we have It at prices you
Then he switched hrs attention to
Mr. and Mrs. Ormond Keene at
WANTED
Chicks now — Write CLEMENTS can afford to pay t also have I
tne girl, who had knelt beside him.
"Don't be coy. Ed's still a little tended a birthday party Tuesday
BROS. FARMS. Route 33, Winter- reasonably-priced Farms that I
FARM wanted to rent in vicinity port, Me
giddy about you—naturally enough. night in honor of Jenness Keller.
“Thanks," Helen said briefly.
(A) will sell. Whatever you need, sea
of Rockland or Thomaston. CALL
Kaler.
HAROLD B. KALER,
You better tell him. Let him down , at his home in Lincolnville
“For what?"
CROSS-BRED
Cockerel
Chick*
Thomaston 19-11.
40 12
Washington, Me. Te! 4-3A Open
easy.
Tell
him
you're
marrying
me
for
sale,
$5
per
hundred.
WILLIAM
“Don't try to play innocent. I
Mr. and Mrs Frank Hart and
40tf
HOUSE wanted to rent, six or K. WINCHENBACH. Waldoboro. 385 days every year.
know what you're doing. You pro so I'll have to keep quiet about my son Frank were guests Sunday of
WE
have
some
reasonably-priced
more rooms; outside of, but com Me., R. 4.
new
father-in-law."
36*44 used cars for sale. If you do not
pose to report this thing in such a
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Collins and muting distance from Rockland;
She chuckled with something like
way as to save my fatner. Don't
SEX-LINK-’ullets for sale, 25c want to buy one, perhaps you have
option
to
buy
on
rent
plan.
Write
family
in
Liberty.
think that i don't appreciate it." her old humoA “I suppose that's
to sell. We buy, and sell, do
Guests of Mr. and Mrs. Albert •FARM," r0 The Courier-Gazette. each, from championship stock, one
“Why not?” he retorted. “Our the nearest thing to a proposal I'll
__________________________ 39*41 Maine-U S. Approved, Pullorum some horse trading, sell on timn
Pitman.
Sunday
were
Mr
and
Mrs
ever
get
from
a
misguided
individ

clean, Newcastle Immune. Cockerels payments, In fact we do anything
friend Gonzales made the offer and
HOUSEKEEPER wanted, care 5c each. BYRON MILLS, Waldo to please. HAROLD B. KALER,
Johnson Pitman, son Jon Perley,
he s the only one who's likely to ual like you.”
for
child,
light
housework.
Live
boro. Tel. 51-3.
38 40 Washington, Me. Tel. 5-26. National
"Probably. But what can you ex and daughter. Sharon of North
stir up a fuss from that side of the
in preferred. CALL 536-J from 7
Shawmut Bank of Horton Fln&nes.
line. We keep quiet about him—and pect? You’ve got a dirty face and j Vassalbro and Mr and Mrs. Arnold to 9 p. m.
SEX-LINK Pullets, cockerels or
39*41
4MT
his girl friend—piaying spy in Mesa you’re practically in rags from the Pitman and daughter. Pamela of
straight-run chicks from Pullorum
UNFURNISHED
Apartment
of
cactus
and
rocks.
When
a
girl's
Verde and he makes no charges
clean U. S approved stock, for
Union.
two or three rooms, with bath, sale. MELVILLE W. DAVIS. Dutch
against your father. That seems such a mess as you are she can’t
Appleton
Lodge
of
Odd
Fellows
wanted.
Heated,
ground
floor
and
reasonable enough, particularly expect anything really romantic,
Neck Hatchery. Tel. 122-23. Wal
4-tf
when we consider that your fattier you know." “Then I’ll reserve my will serve o 6.30 baked bean sup central location. TEL. 1137 from doboro
!
9
a.
m
to
5
p
m.
39tf
was a cat's-paw in the deal any answer,” she said, with immense per Friday night with an enter —
PLUMBER w’anted. PEERLESS
way. I reckon everybody will be dignity. '
tainment after the regular meeting.
MISCELLANEOUS
happy enough just to have that
"Fair enough.” he agreed. “You
Golden Rod Rebekah Lodge oto- ENGINEERING CO, 485 Main St.
38-40
Candmo crowd wiped out."
get all prettied up and I'll come J served Past Noble Grands' Night
NOTICE
I have a remarkable Oppor
ALTERATIONS and Repair Work
“But there will surely be talk.” around wearing my perfume. Then at their regular meeting Wednes
After this date I will not be re
done at the Mend-It Shop, 102 sponsible for any bills other than
“Not from anyone who matters. we'll . .
tunity-Buy
for an ambitions
day night.
The offices were Union St., Grove St. entrance Tel
those contracted by myself.
The smudged face so close to his
The only real plotter left after the
1680
EVA
AMES
40*45
person at low price—* retail
JAMES DUD1 EY,
fight at your ranch was Kranz. Now was comically ferocious as she
Rockland. Me . April 2. 1951.
WASTE Paper wanted, newspa
he s dead. 1 had him in my sights looked him squarely in the eye. "If
GRANITE LIVES FOREVER
business,
good volume, excellent
40 42
just after the explosion last night." I ever smell that perfume on you Walks, Steps. Posts, Fireplaces, pers. books, magazines, corrugat
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CHAPTER XIX
It was another hour before the
next attack came. It was much like
the earlier one except that there
were two attacks now instead of
one. Frazer and Wenslow concen
trated on the main force while Helen
and Rafferty banged away at the
men who had slipped past into the
upper gulch. Again there was a
heavy curtain of fire thrown up by
the bandits, and this time they
seemed to be doing a little more
accurate shooting. Frazer knew a
brief flash of pain as a bullet grazed
his right shoulder, and he could
hear a grunt of pain from Wenslow
The little man continued to fire,
however, so he asked no questions.
Then Helen’s voice rang out in
alarm. “Some of them got through,"
she called. “I saw them duck into
the mine.”
“Hold your fire." Rafferty shout
ed back. “Hand over the stuff."
Frazer heard the words and won
dered what the pair were trying tc
do. He did not take time to look,
however. The dim valley below him
seemed to be full of running men,
and he spent his time grimly in try
ing to stop as many of them as pos
sible. Evidently word had been
flashed to the bandit army that
some of their advance guard had
broken through the defense and
were in possession of the tunnel
Now the others were dashing for
ward to arm themselves.

Explosion Destroys
Ammunition Stores
Then Rafferty’s voice came sharp
ly. “Git down, everybody. I'm goin’
to strike a light. Keep down.”
"And get back against the cliff,”
Helen shouted, her voice high
pitched in her tense excitement.
Frazer asked no questions, but did
as directed. He was not quite sure
what they had in mind, but they
seemed to know what they were do
ing. At this stage of the fight there
did not appear to be much to lose by
complying.
He had just slid into position
against the cliff face when a match
flared and he caught a glimpse ol
Rafferty setting fire to something
which looked like a paper bag with
a fuse in it. Bullets spattered
against the rocks as the light flick
ered, but then Rafferty took careful
aim and tossed his paper bomb over
the side of the parapet. Instantly
he slid back against the wall and
there was a split second of silence j
as the firing ceased entirely. Then a
blaze of light illumined the valley
and they could hear a loud pufi
which Frazer concluded was the
burning of free gunpowder.
“Stay down," Helen warned, her,
voice almost immediately drowned
by a heavy explosion which rocked
the cliff. Chunks of rock crashed
down upon the ledge or bounced be
yond it. their reverberations cover
ing the shrill cries which came up
from the gulch itself. For a mo
ment Frazer wondered whether they
would all be entombed or tumbled
down to the valley floor, but the
rock fall ceased quickly and the
ledge was still in place.
"Now give it to 'em again.”
Rafferty shouted, springing back
toward the outer edge. “Hit ’em
while they're rattled.”
The mine storehouse had caught
fire and the flames licking up its
dry sides lit up the scene of destruc
tion below. Men were fighting each
other blindly in an effort to escape
from the disaster which had over
taken them so devastatingly, and
the riflemen on the ledge took ful
advantage. Neither reason nor sen
timent dictated a policy of mercy
now. They had to hit hard and in
sure their victory if they could.
From the outer edges of the lighted
area outlaw riflemen fought back,
but there was no such volume ol
fire as had been the case just a few
minutes earlier. Candino’s cut
throats were in full retreat.
In ten minutes it was all over,'
the blazing storehouse throwing a
garish light over a valley thick with
dead bodies and the crawling forms
of wounded. Frazer sat back wear
ily, too sick even to realize the way
his w’ounded side was paining
“What the hell happened?" he
heard Wenslow ask. “Worked like
a charm," Rafferty chuckled hap
pily. “We kin thank our lucky stars
there was a gal on our side whai
had a smart idea. “That's what
we was cookin’ up down there wher
we almost got nabbed by that first
attack."
“What was it?" Wenslow asked
Impatiently.
"Gunpowder. There was a lot ol
it in the stores, ammunition for
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some o’ them old muskets. I reckon.
We busted open all the kegs but one
and spread the stuff all over the
floor o' the tunnel and out into the
valley. Left one keg full, but open.
Then we made a paper bomb and
brought it up with us When the
bandits rushed the cave I lit the
bomb and tossed it over into the
powder we'd spilled all over the
ground. It set fire to everything and
blew up the keg full. Sounded to
me like we musta caught a whole
passel o' rats in our trap.”
Dan awoke at the first signs of
dawn, guiltily aware that he had
been resting while his companions
held the fort Somewhat hazily he
remembered that there had been a
conference before he fell asleep and
that Wenslow's wounded arm had
been bandaged. Otherwise the night
battle seeed like a something out
of a particularly gruesome night
mare. Only the blue smoke rising
from the smouldering embers of the
storehouse told him that he had not
dreamed any part of it.
“What's happening?" he demand
ed promptly.
“Nothin’ much," Rafferty told
him, looking around through weary,
red-rimmed eyes. “A couple o’ rannles slipped in here about a hour
ago and I let 'em come. When they
seen that the shaft was blocked they
hustled away again. I don’t reckon
we'll git any more attacks. There
ain’t nothin' for 'em to want now.”
Helen came across to Frazer’s
side, the drawn weariness and hor
ror in her eyes telling their story.
“Feeling all right?” she asked, try
ing to put up a cheery front.

“I think you'd better Use me
now," she said quietly, ignor
ing the old prospector's tone.
“Feeling fine, General," he as
sured her with a grin. "That was a
master stroke of yours. We can all
thank you for our lives, I thisk."
“I'm sorry I didn’t blow the place
up sooner," she retorted. "It might
have saved all this if we had let
them know there wasn't anything
here for them to steal.”
“Don’t blame yourself for that,"
he told her, reaching out to take
one of her grimy hands. “You want
ed to do it.”
She smiled, a little more easily.
"I’ll blame you. You were the one
who wanted evidence—and I ruined
it for you.”
“It’s still nothing to worry over.
I think the valley will provide all
the evidence we need."

Bandit Army Decamps
As Cavalry Arrives
What she must have seen in his
eyes turned her attention from
grimmer matters. Brushing back a
loose strand of tawny hair she gave
a short laugh of embarrassment.
“I’ll bet I must be a perfect fright.
I feel that way, I'm sure.”
He studied her gravely. "You're
red-eyed. You're dirty. You're dis
heveled. And you’re wonderful.
Shall I kiss you now or wait until
we're alone?”
“Good grief!" Wenslow exclaimed
in complete disgust.
"I think you'd better kiss me
now,” she said quietly, Ignoring the
old prospector's tone "I'll really
believe you mean it if I get kissed
when I’m looking as badly as I do
now.”

Ignoring the banter of the two
men they slipped into each others'
arms, but their moment was a
brief one A crackle of rifle fire
broke out from the lower canyon
and Rafferty shouted a warning.
“Get ready. They're beglnnin' to
move down there.”
In the gray light of early morning
they could see the thinned rank3 of
the bandit army starting into mo
tion. It was a retreat, however, the
defeated outlaws firing as they rode.
For some minutes the watchers on
the iedge could not see any other I
movement in the valley, but finally
the last bandit had disappeared and
then the meaning of it all became

of his parents. Mr. and Mrs. Adelbert Simmons, Hupper's Point
Road.
The Tenant's Harbor Fire De
partment, was called to a rubbish
fire at the home of Dr. Carroll.
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program. Following the meeting a Peterson, Woodrow Bunker, Don-I time at Sunday services. This or-1 Woman’s Community Club has
• Includes unrealized apprecia
Pastoral Relations—Mrs. Lela
For a flavor change add celery
LIABILITIES, DEC. 31, 1960
tion of investments.
37-T-43
social hour was enjoyed and re aid Kallocih, Hollis Burgess, Jr. gan is a gift of Hazen Ayer of Win. been invited to meet with the Hakell, Mrs. Avis Nichols, Mrs.
$1099.863 18
Harvey Tolman, Bruce Grindle Chester, Mass., as a memorial tc | Warren Club on April 5. Transcooked only until tender-crisp to Unpaid Losses,
freshments served.
Alfred Hawes Nominations—Mrs.
FITCHBURG MUTUAL FIRE
Unearned Premiums, 13528,600.39
his mother, Mrs. Nancy Ayer. At a
Kenneth Black of Norwich, Vt Clinton Smith.
Nina Fuller, Miss Florence Thurs hot steamed rice. Sprinkle with a Other Liabilities,
INSURANCE COMPANY
2030,738.40
THE
MERCANTILE
INSURANCE
little diced pimiento for color.
later date a suitable memorial
Superintendent of Construction ol
Fitchburg. Maas.
Surplus
over
Liabili.
ton,
Mrs.
Herbert
Hawes.
Audit
—
COMPANY OF AMERICA
If you’re lacking the proper service will be held in commemora.
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1950
the recently completed Wilder Dam
ties.
7936,04296
Ralph
Williams.
150 William St., New York, N. Y.
NORTHWESTERN MUTUAL FIRE
j Real Estate,
$70,00000
at Wilder, Vt., is guest of his type pan for a hollow-center cake, tion of this gift.
Hospitals and Homes—Mrs. Edna
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1950
ASSOCIATION
Stocks Ac Bonds,
you
can
improvise
one
by
invert

60090660
Total
Liabilities
Ac
Union
P.T.A.
will
meet
April
4
mother Mrs. Annie Black and sis
Stocks and Bonds,
$10,295,291.92
Seattle,
Washington
Surplus,
ing a small glass in the middle of
$2499694492 I Cash in Office Ac Bank, 510961.42
Cash in Office and
ter Miss Phyllis Black.
ASSETS
DEC.
31,
1950
Florence Calderwood. Mrs. Alice
86.80696
37-T-43 j Agents’ Balances,
Bank,
676.054 40
Real Estate,
Mrs. Albert Carver has returned an ordinary deep cakepan or baking of officers. Another discussion will
$9891290
Interest Ac Rents,
Williams.
4.082 48
dish.
Agents'
Balances,
776.806.33
Mortgage Loans,
172.096.29 LIBERTY MUTUAL FIRE INS. CO Other Assets,
from Easton where she was guest
2394695
Music—Mrs. Ethel Creighton, Mrs. Collateral Loans,
Bills
Receivable,
114,344
46
29,01811
Boston, Mass.
NATIONAL GRANGE MUTUAL
of her parents Mr. and Mrs. Wilber
Interest and Rents,
33.039.16 Agnes Creighton, Mrs. Aubyne 8tocks A: Bonds,
SUN INDEMNITY COMPANY OF
24944,42494
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1960
LIABILITY COMPANY
C-ross Assets,
$1904.40392
Geary for the Easter season.
1
All
Other
Assets,
96.770.22 Hawes, Mrs. Christine Barker, j Cash in Office Ac Bank 3.099 058.35 Stocks Ac Bonds,
NEW YORK
Keene, N. II.
24.275.419.48 j Items not admitted,
313.02
Mrs. Clyde Bickford and infant
New York, N. Y.
Miss Faye Robbins, Miss Elaine ] Agents’ Balances,
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1950
1974.665 74 Cash in Office Ac Bank. 2,674.69154
Gross Assets,
$11.992 906 40 Robbins.
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1950
Bills
Receivable,
Real Estate,
$95.100 00
119.616.22
Agents
’
Balances,
2982.61484
| Admitted,
$1,304,00090
Parsonage—Mrs. Ethel
NATIONAL GRANGE FIRE IN Stocks Ac Bonds,
$8,485,308.42 Mortgage Loans,
200.657.77 Interest Ac Rents,
115989.76
280.400.43 Deduct items not at
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1960
Creighton, Mrs. Edna McKinley, Interest <t. Rents,
mitted,
Included
above
SURANCE COMPANY
Cash in Office Ac Bank, 969,591.44 Collateral Loans,
Other
Assets,
30,000.00
505,750.14 Other Assets,
237925.56 Unpaid Losses,
$88,41966
Miss Florence Thurston, Alfred
Agents’ Balances,
Keene, N. H.
863.87621 stocks Ac Bonds,
7.937.989.68
Unearned Premiums.
695.879 44
Admitted,
$11,992,306.40
Hawes,
Grevis
Payson,
Quincy
Interest
Ac
Rents,
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1950
Gross Assets,
33.932.93 Cash in Office Ac Bank. 2.769,143.63
$31935.099 76
Gross Assets,
$29,585,941 17 Other Liabilities,
44908 16
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1950
storks & Bonds,
$1,713,112.45 Other Assets,
Young, Mrs. Alfred Hawes.
Less Items not admit
629939.73 Agents’ Balances,
1,084.430 40
Less items not admit
Surplus over Liabilities, 475,483.15
Net
Unpaid
Losses,
$883,654 00
Cash in Office & Bank, 186,004.86
ted.
611926 87
Interest Ac Rent,
32.292.60
ted,
136,780.63
5,22404806
Interest Ac Rents,
6,792.59
Gross Assets,
$10081.948.73 Other Assets.
7,73420 Unearned Premiums,
Total Liablities Ac Sur
SOUTH
WARREN
All Other Liabilities,
802026.66
Other Assets,
9,220 83 Less items not admit
Admitted.
$30,623,772.89
Admitted,
$29,440,151.54
plus,
$1904.00090
Good Will Grange Circle will
Cash
Capital,
1,000,000
00
ted.
120,767.59
Gross Assets,
LIABILITIES
DEC.
31.
1950
12,257,090.94
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1950
37-T-43
meet Thursday P. M.. April 5, with | Un^id*Losse*s*
Surplus over all LiaGross Assets,
$1,915,220.73
$3,463,735.00
$1,619.83413 Unpaid Losses.
bilitics.
4,082,077.57
Admitted,
$10,861,181.14
supper at 6 30.
Committee in Unearned Premiums,
Admitted,
$12,257,000 94
17,87691190 Unearned Premiums, 14,163,14698 FARM BUREAU MUTUAL AUTOAdmitted,
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1950
$1,915,220.73
MOBLE INS. CO.
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1950
charge, Josephine Millet, Hilda Mil- Other Liabilities,
1,096,302.44 Other Liabilities,
1972,793.44
[
Total
Liabilities
and
Unpaid Losses,
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1950
$4,182,664.33 Unpaid Losses,
of Concord, New Hampshire
$2,888,326.86
Reserve for Contin
ler and Bernvs Jameson.
Surplus over Liabili
Surplus,
$11.992006 49
Unpaid Losses,
$71,000.00 Unearned Premiums,
2.243.189.52 Unearned Premiums,
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1950
ties,
10.031.425.12
3,531.931 67
gencies,
883,000.00
MAURICE F. LOVEJOY,
Unearned Premiums,
806,134.03 Other Liabilities,
230.887.53 j Other Liabilities,
Real Estate.
3405408
2,991,630.48
Reserve for Divs. on
More than 50 different types of
Insurance
Other Liabilities,
1,000.000.00 Surplus over Liabili
654,482.72 Gash Capital,
109058
Total Liabilities Ac
Unexpired Policies. 2,473,000.00 Mortgage Loans,
services
now
employ
radio
tele

Surplus over Liabili
Surplus over Liabili
, Stocks and Bonds. 1902929.06
Surplus,
ties,
$30,623.77290 Surplus over Liabili
2.845.201.93 Farnsworth Building,
i 34-T-40
Rockland, Me. j phone or telegTaph.
ties
ties,
958,850.48
2,629.19326
37-T-43
ties,
6,493,476.72 Cash in Office and Bank, 140.81598
Interest and Rents,
691056
Total Liabilities Ac
TIIE CALIFORNIA INS. CO,
CONTINENTAL ASSURANCE CO. Total Liabilities Ac
Total Liabilities Ac
Total Liabilities Ac
All Other Assets,
17.638.38
Surplus,
$12,257.090 94 INDEMNITY INSURANCE COMPANY OF NORTH AMERICA
Of San Francisco
Chicago, III.
Surplus.
Surplus
$1,915,220.73
$10,861,181.14
37-T-43
$29,449,151.54
surplus,
Philadelphia, Penn,
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1950
ASSETS DEC 31. 1950
37-T-43
Gross Assets,
$1,408,738.06
37-T-43
37-T-43
PEERLESS CASUALTY CO.
ASSET’S DEC. 31, 1950
Real Estate,
$525.73008 Real Estate,
$8,622.13795
j Deduct items not ad
CENTRAL SURETY AND INSUR
U. S. Branch
1
Stocks
and
Bonds,
Keene, N. H.
6.200,705.64 Mortgage Loans,
23,310.219.07 MUTUAL BENEFIT HEALTH A
99,718,561.29 Stocks and Bonds,
mitted,
26.774 06
SUN INSURANCE OFFICE, LTD.
ANCE CORPORATION
Cash in Office and
Cash in Office and Bank, 766.543 08 Collateral Loans,
ASSETS DEC 31. 1950
143,647.10
ACCIDENT ASSOCIATION
Kansas City, Mo.
New York, 3, N. Y.
Bank.
Real Estate,
$129.836 55
6.191.512.60 Agents’ Balances,
601,101.33 Stocks A: Bonds.
123.756.638 23
Omaha. Nebraska
Admitted,
$1.37696400
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1950
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1950
6,662064.44 Bills Receivable,
31.624.72 Cash in Office Ac Bank 5.220,732.88
Mortgage Loans,
226,77627 Agents' Balances,
.ASSETS DEC. 31. 1950
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1950
Stocks Ac Bonds.
$11,370,188.61 Stocks Ac Bonds,
$16255,532.40 Stocks Ac Bonds,
8.501.159.74 Interest and' Rents,
29.53492 Agents' Balances,
240.189 89 Interest and Rents,
216,166.61 Mortgage Loans,
$5,118.19 Net Unpaid Losses.
$320,465.61
Cash in Office Ac Bank, 1.293.997.84 Cash in Office Ac Bank, 1.065.135.37 Ca'h in Office Ac Bank, 1.880.602.75 All Other Assets,
13,459 41 Bills Receivable,
4920 00 Stocks Ac Bonds.
1,397,242.64 All Other Assets,
148,705.07
91.001,466 37 Unearned Premiums.
Agents' Balances,
1556.694.37 Agents’ Balances,
1574242.08 Agents’ Balances,
923,865.49
1.083.50193 Cash in Office Ac Bank, 12921.32893 All Other Liabilities,
Interest Ac Rents.
35.107.37
, 36.296.45 Interest & Rents,
94,120.47 Interest Ac Rents,
Interest Ac Rents,
39.865 04
Gross Assets,
Gross Assets,
$8,267.60858 Other assets.
12.825911 81 Agents’ Balances,
$114910.470.86
1272550 15 Surplus over all Liabili
206,523 90 Other Assets,
111,085.62 Other Assets,
Other Assets,
Deduct items not ad
301.703 45 Deduct items not ad872.695 95
Interest Ac Rents,
604,010.20
ties,
mitted,
mitted.
18991.17 ‘ Gross Assets,
$174,750,84196 All Other Assets,
616,003 76
551557.83
Gross Assets,
Gross Assets,
$14,463,700.17
$19,100,11594
Gross Assets,
$12,033,809.29
---------------i Less items not ad| Total Liabilities and
Less items not ad
Less items not ad
Admitted,
Less items not admit
Admitted,
$8,248,707.41 \ mitted.
$113,504,467.10
153,165 79
$106,756,021.67
$1976.964.00
Surplus,
Gross Assets.
mitted,
mitted,
260.093 .32
128,396 60
ted.
60,452.55
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1950
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1960
37-T-43
Less items not ad
$546.672 00
Net Unpaid Losses,
$45.198006.00 Net Unpaid Losses,
Admitted,
$174,597,676 17
1.033.342 44
mitted.
dmitted.
$14,203,606 85
Admitted,
$18971,719.34
3,791.088.78
Admitted.
$11973,356
Unearned Premiums, 26.791.867.00 Unearned Premiums.
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1950
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1950
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1950
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1950
All Other Liabilities,
343.73993 Pending Claim Re
3,66751696 All Other Liabilities.
$104,722,679.28
Admitted. ___
jaid Losses,
$2,077,460.00 Unpaid Losses,
$6,804,754.41 Unpaid Losses.
$3,669,288 63 Cash Capital,
1.000.000.00
5,000,000.00 Cash Capital
serve.
$5.437066.00
LIABILITIES, DEC. 31. 1950
earned Premiums,
5.932,896.96 Unearned Premiums,
5,719.095 06 Unearned Premiums,
3.128.487.57 Surplus over all LiaSurplus over all Lia
135.394096.74
Statutory Policy Res
Unpaid Losses,
$38,877,463.66
ler Liabilities,
J.088.476.59 Other Liabilities,
829.226.91 Other Liabilities,
bilities,
$2567.307 40 Other Liabilities,
1.046.068.89
19.058.088 08 Unearned Premiums. 19.110.600 48
bllities.
32036.177.74
2.000.000 00 Cash Capital,
tutor}’ Deposit,
500,000.00 Cash Capital,
1.400.000.00
4.000.000.00 Other Liabilities
Cash Capital,
3.68558203 ,
Surplus over Liabili
plus over Liabili.
Surplus over Liabili
Total Liabilities and
Total Liabilities and
Surplus over Lia
Surplus over Liabili
ties,
3.618.642 06
es.
4,604,773.30
ties,
2,729.511.65
Surplus,
$8048.707.41
bilities,
10.706.725.34
Surplus.
$113584.467.10
ties,
43,089 03397 j
MAURICE F. LOVEJOY,
LEROY A. BLACK, Agt„
Total Liabilities Ac
Total Liabilities Ac
Total Liabilities and
Insurance
Lake Avenue,
Rockland. Me
Total Liabilities Ac
Total Liabilities Ae
14,203.606.85
Surplus,
Surplus,
18971,719.34
Surplus,
$11973.356.74
Farnsworth Building,
Tel. 1404
$174587976.17
Surplus,
$104,722,679.23 |
Surplus,
37-T-43
37-T-43
37-T-43
Rockland, Me. I
J7-T-43i
34-T-40 4 34-T-4O
37-T-43
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CHRYSLER TO SET PACE IN INDIANAPOLIS *500’

WALDOBORO

WORMS L00K UKE BEST BET

So Says Our Faithful Scribe Reporting the
Cascade Alley League
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ROCKPORT

THOMASTON
News and Social Items. Notices and Advertisements may be sent
or telephoned to
MRS. GLADYS CONDON. ERIN STREET. TEL. 11J-J

Mr and Mrs. Clarence Childs
have moved from Cora Robinson”
upstairs apartment to the Elli
ott's apartment. Mam street.
The Knights of Pythias will work
the rank of Page Wednesday night
at 7.30.
E. G. Burr.e who has been
spending the Winter m town has
returned to his home at Warren
William T. Smith. Jr., was guest
soloist at the Baptist Church Sun
day morning.
Mrs. Margaret Grant. Old Town
is guest of her daughter and sonin-law, Mr. and Mrs Henry Stan
ley for several days.
The Friendly Circle meets to
night at 7.30 with Mrs. Lillian
Dornan and Mrs. Marion Fought
Hyler street.
Carolyn Kalloch, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Kalloch, 59
Mam street celebrated her 13th
birthday Thursday night by en
tertaining a few friends at a birth
day party at her home. The table
decorations were in pastel colors
Television and dancing was en
joyed during the evening. Two
birthday cakes were made by Car
olyn’s aunt, Mrs. Donald Pendle
ton of Rockland. Carolyn received
many lovely gifts. Guests invited
were: Annette Adam.-,, Sandra
Putnam, Jean Kansas. Maureen
Quinn, Julie and Katie Shetlicld
Faye Seekins, Dolores and Doro
thy Whitten, Joanne Edwards, Ju
dith Harriman, Ruth Barlow, Pris
cilla Ring, Wayne Thompson and
Buzzy Kalloch.
The Baptist Ladies Circle meet.Wednesday at 2 p. m., in the
church vestry followed by the £
o'clock supper.
The Couples Club of the Thom
aston Baptist Church will post
pone their meetings for the month
of April. Their first meeting will
be Friday, May 4. The supper at
6.30 with the following committee;
Mr. anw Mrs. Percy Williams, Mr
and Mrs. Benjamin Smalley and
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Starrett..
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Watts, Jr.
have moved from Percy Williams
apartment, Knox street to the
upstairs apartment of Kenneth
Keyes, Main street.
Mr. and Mrs. Bowdoin Grafton
who have been on a trip to Flori
da are now guests of Mr. and Mrs
Percy Touk, at Evanston, ill. Mr
and Mrs. Ralph Cushing who ac
companied them are visiting at
Chicago.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Hastings
and Mrs. Henry Hastings have re
turned from Wichita Falls. Texas
where they visited Pvt. Henry E
Hastings.
Robert Young and Signe Swanholm, students at the University
of Maine, are spending the reces
with their parents, Mr. and Mrs
Carl Swanholm and Mr. and Mrs
Hollis Young.
ASSESSORS’ NOTICE
The Assessors of the Town of Thom
aston, Me , hereby give notice to all
perssnn liable to taxa'ion In said Town
that they will be in ession at Ass sors' office. Watts Block, in said Town,
on the fourth fifth and sixth days
of April, from six p. m to nine p m.
for the purpose of receiving lists of the
polls and estates taxable In said town
All such persons are hereby notified
to make and bring to said Assessors
true and perfect lists of their polls
and all their estates, real and per
sonal. not by law exempt from taxa
tion. which they were possessed cf. cr
which they held as guardian, executor,
administrator, trustee or otherwise on
first day of April. 1951. and be pre
pared to make oath to the truth of
the same
When estates of persons deceased
have been divided during the past year,
or hare changed hands frem any cause,
the executor administrator, or other
persons interested, are hereby warned
to give notice of such change, and la
default of such notice will be held unUK the law to pay the tax assessed
although such estate has been wholly
distributed and paid over
Any prison who neglects to comply
with this notice will be doomed to a
tax according to (he laws of the State,
and be barred of the right to make ap
plication to the Assessors or County
Comml.-eloners for any abatement of
his taxes, unless he offers such lists
with his application and satisfies them
that he was unable to offer It at the
time hereby appointed.
MORSE.
MAYNARD SPEAR
PEARLIE L HALL.
Assessors of Thomaston.
Date posted. March 27, 1951.
39-41
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Mr. and Mrs. Anselm Lampinen
have returned home after visituig
their son and daughter-in-law, Mr
and Mrs. Wilho Lampinen, Syra
cuse, N. Y.
The Thomaston Lions Club will
hold its charter night at the Ma
sonic Hall Wednesday night at 7
Attendance is expected to be about
150 v. th delegates from six othei
lions Clubs. A turkey banquet wil
be served by the Eastern Star
Circle
Miss Shirley Venner, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. E. G. Venner, Thom
aston. is being welcomed home '
from Oak Grove School for Girls
in Vassalboro, and is receiving con- '
gratulations on the new honors
which she has won.
At the sports banquet, which al
ways comes the night before school
closes, Miss Venner was one of the l
principal speakers since she Ls
president of the Skating Club. :
Miss Venner presented awards for j
fancy figure skating in the Winter
Carnival and received heT award |
from the Secretary of the Skating ■
Club She also won a special gold ,
badge for her skating skill in a !
duet with Miss Betty Dalzelle of j
Frtnchboro. The two girls were .
named as the best skaters in the j
School. Miss Venntr, a Senior. .
will return to Gak Grove for the i
Spring term on Monday, April 9.

Swift-Eldridge
On March 24 at the Presbyterian
Church of St. Albans, Long Island,
New York, Mrs. Avie Esther El
dridge of Thomaston, Maine, and
Howard W Swift of Morristown,
New Jersey were united in mar
riage by Rev. Francis Wallace. A
small reception followed the cere
mony.
The bride wore navy with match
ing accessories and a corsage of
Cymbidium orchids Her attend
ant Miss Pauline Swift of Roxbury,
Mass., cousin of the groom, wore
black figured crepe and red camel
liasMrs. Eldridge is the daughter of
Mrs. Florence Frost of Thomaston
and was formerly employed at Van
Baalen-Heilbrun’s, Rockland.
The groom, once a resident of
Thomaston, is at present Staff
Horticulturist, Stumpp & Walter
Co., New York City and Morris
town, N. J.
Guests included
Miss Rita
Creighton Smith of Thomaston,
Miss Lucille Sawyer of New York
City. Mr. and Mrs. Harvard Syl
vester of Stewart Manor, Long
Island; Mrs. Julia Wallace of St
Albans; Elmer Miller. Jr., of Jen
kintown Pa. John Chagaris of
Boston, Mass., and Barry Smith of
Waterville.
The couple left for a brief visit
in Jenkintown, Pa., and will reside
in Morristown.
In certain species of birds the
males assume the plumage of fe
males during the Winter.

Opening Today
THE

COFFEE HOUSE
THOMASTON, MAINE
11.00 A. M. to 1.00 A. M.

MAYBE THIS IS

YOU!
Will the person holding

Rockport Seaside Wonder
land Carnival ticket 575

contact before April 14
F. F. Richards, Rockport
40-44

MRS. HENRY DODGE
Correspondent

Tel. Camden 2879

Bigger Than Ever

CAMDEN

Birthday Banquet Taxed Ca
pacity Of Methodist Vestry;
Calderwood Festival
Decoration

MISS HELEN M. RICH
Correspondent

The Easter Exercises were given
One of the highlights of Rock
by the Sunday School classes at
land's social year is the annual
the Baptist Church Sunday night
Those participating in the Begin- birthday banquet at the Method;=t
ers class under the direction ol Church and the 1951 affair held
Mrs. Albert Rhodes were: Harry Thursday night was true to the
Straub, Jr., Carl Small, Jr., Linda tradition. Some 235 persons sat
Whitney, Sandra Upham, Do’.tie down to the delicious chicken pie
Dow, Kath;e Ladd, Rustie Lofman ?upper. The tables depicted the
Donna Ames, Vickie Pendleton months of the year with several
Darrell Pound, Mary Alice Mars I extra tables January: Miss Beatrice Chap
ton, Barbara Marston, Robert
Ogier .Steven Wood, Donna Pierce man. Decorated with evergreen.-,
Patsy Peirce, Steven Ladd, and snow, snowballs and white candles.
Judy Gray. Mrs. Carl W. Small’s Green baskets filled with white
Primary class presented recita mints were used as favors. Feb
tions by Shirley Marston, Dorothy ruary: Mrs. Mildred Achorn. Large
Ulmer, Ruth Pierce, Vernon Ames Valentine in the center flanked by
Kathy Hawkins, Jimmy Annis tall white tapers. Place cards and
Gerry Pound after which the class napkins carried out the Valentine
sang "Secret.” Mrs. Arlene Wood’; j motif. Red baskets filled with
Junior class presented a Candle white mints were used as favors
Light Worship Service. They alsc March: Mrs. Stella Ellingwood.
made posters of: "The Last Entry Harp as a centerpiece surrounded
into Jerusalem" with its back by green crepe paper shamrocks
ground story read by Sherlene St- Patrick’s napkins and place
Heath, “The Last Supper" with its cards. Green candles and green
background story read by Caro nut cups filled with white mint-.
April: Mrs. Kate Greenleaf
Cash, “The Crucifiction” with the
background story read by Mary Easter bunny as a centerpiece
Demmons, and "The Empty Tomb’ surrounded by Easter eggs. Easter
read by Lorraine Dow. The group favors for each guest. May: Mrs
sang "Live Again." Those taking Lina Mountfort. Maypole flanked
part in the Candle Light Service by tall pink candles Bouquets of
were: Carol Cash, Lorraine Dow real Mayflowers and baskets of
Mary Demmons, Serene Andrews colored mints for each guest. June:
Vera Andrews. Sherlene Heath, Mrs. Gladys Studley, bridal table.
Nancy Brackett, Helen Leland, and A bride and groom as the centcrMary Lovejoy. The Senior Class piece, flanked by tall white taper
sang one Hymn "I Love Him." Rev bridal napkins and wedding cake
Small’s Boys Class, Gospel Rangers attractively wrapped as favors.
July: Mrs. Esther Graves, Fourth
sang "Fishers of Men" Mrs. Kath
erine
Robinson's
Intermediate of July. Large fire cracker as a
Class presented a Lily exercise i centerpiece with red, white and
Those taking part were: Janice 1 blue napkins and favors. Mrs.
August:
Smail, Gerry' Lovejoy, Barbara Margaret Calderwood,
Rhodes and Virginia Ulmer.
The Thimble Club will meet with Mrs Bernice Mahoney of Lincoln
Mrs. Blanche Carver Wednesday ville. Refreshments were served by
the hostess.
afternoon.
Erwin Lee Sprague has been out
Mrs. Stephen Lawton and daugh.
ter Betty are visiting Mrs. Lawton's of school this week because of ill
sister in Providence, Rhode Island ness.
There was a Charter Presentation
for two weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Fisher and for the Boy Scouts at the Scout ,
children have returned home after room Tuesday night with approxi-,
spending several weeks in Florida mately 60 present. Clinton Gifford
There will be an Official Board and Phillip Campbell, District Scout
Mteting of the Methodist Church Advisors, from Rockland were pres
Thursday night at 7.30 at the home ent and the Charter was presented
to Rev. Carl W. Small who in turn
of Ernest Crockett.
Gerald Richards is spending a presented it to the Scoutmaster.
week’s vacation from Clark Uni Roy Gardner. Several members of
versity, Worchester, Mass., with the Troop Committee were present.
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Freder The boys gave an entertainment of
tying knots and putting up a tent.
ick Richards.
The Brownies will meet Tues They also sang “Ole Black Joe." A
day afternoon at the school build trumpet solo was given by Byron
Haining and a trumpet duet by
ing at 3.15.
The Johnson Society will meet Richard Cash and Harland Rob
at the home of Miss Marion Weid inson. Sandwiches, cookies and
punch made by the Chickawaukie
man Wednesday afternoon.
'
Miss Elsie Lane, teacher at Frye, 4-H boys were served.
The Thimble Club met at the
burg Academy is spending a week
home
of Mrs. Gladys Wilson Wed
with her sister Mrs. Beulah Baker
nesday afternoon at which time
Elm street.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Cain and they celebrated the birthday of
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hall spent Mrs. Louise Cavanaugh. The next
the week-end in Boston. Mrs. Ha meeting will be at the home of Mrs
zel Cain returned home with them Blanche Carver.
Mrs. Roy Gardner and son Na
Mrs. Wilma Rhodes has been ab
than
of Warren were guests Thurs
sent from her teaching duties this
day of Mrs. Gardner’s mother,
week due to illness.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Welt and J Mrs. Leonard Ames.
The Wesleyan Guild met at the
Shirley spent the week-end in
home
of Miss Marion Upham, Rus
Camden at the Frontins while Mr
and Mrs. Larry Frontin visited sell avenue, Tuesday night with
. Mrs. Helena Kenney, Mrs. I.ueille
relatives in Boston.
Hall and Mrs. Ruth Graffam as
Mrs. Nellie Lawton is visiting in hostesses. The next meeting will
Boston for two weeks.
be at the home of Mrs. Harold
Jeanet Meservey, daughter of Mr. j Morton, Limerock street, Camden
and Mrs. Clifford Meservey, is ill at i with Mrs. Beatrice Phillips and Mrs.
her home on Beach Hill.
Dorothy McPheters assisting her
The Pioneer girls went to a social with the refreshments. The flower
in Rockland at the Littlefield Me I committee for this Sunday is Marmorial Church Wednesday night. ! Jorie Dodge. Dorothy Crockett, and
Those who went from Rockport Izabelle Crockett.
were Lorraine Dow. Joan Norwood.
The Girl Scouts met Wednesday
Shelia Brackett, and Astrid Thor night at the Baptist Church. Mrs
valdsen from Glen Cove.
Robert Hybels of Rockland and a
Mrs. Robert Hare gave a party member of the Scout Council was
at the home of Mrs. Gordon Cash. the guest speaker. She spoke on
Main street, Friday night. Those badge work and how to earn them.
present were: Mrs Harry Comp She showed the group different folk
ton, Mrs. Gordon Cash of Rockport. dances, songs and games. Refresh
Mrs. Oris Burns, Jr., of Camden, ments were served. The group is
Mrs. Grace Hare of Glen Cove and planning to start a first aid course
in the near future.

Telephone 2214

Louis Calhern recreates his famous stage role of Justice Oliver Wen
dell Holmes in “The Magnificent Yankee," M-G-M’s film version of the
Broadway hit. Playing opposite him is Ann Harding, as his vivacious and
devoted wife, Fanny, who helped him climb to the position of one of the
nation’s leading jurists. John Sturgis directed the new film, which will be
shown this week at Knox Theatre. Plus co-feature M. G. M. Story.

This table depicted the Lobster
Festival, with miniature model of
serving line. Red candles were used
at either end of the tables and
guests were given lobster bibs to
wear and lobster pins as favors.
September: Mrs. Eleanor Newbert,
large mirror as a centerpiece with
an arrangement of foliage and Fall
fruits. Apples were used as fa
vors.
October: Mrs. Ruth Russell,
Halloween Jack O’ Lantern as a
centerpiece flanked by orange
candles in black holders. Hallcween napkins and favors. Novem
ber, Mrs. Marjorie Trask Centerpiece of turkeys with yellow
candles, Thanksgiving napkins and
plastic holders filled with colored
candies.
December: Mrs. Doris Abbott.
Huge red candle for centerpiece
surrounded by evergreens and sil
vered cones. Red and green place
mats covered with white doilies.
Favors were boxes of mints
wrapped and tied with Christmas
paper and ribbon Those having
the extra tables were: Mrs. Louise
Gregory, cowboy table. Miniature
ranch in center, red checked
table cloth, cowboy place cards and
favors. Mrs. Reita Holden used
pussy willows and jonquils as a
centerpiece on her table with yel
low candles and yellow nut bas
kets filled with mints. Mrs. Mil
dred BI nod'.- table depicted Spring
with a centerpiece of jonquils and
narcissus
flanked
by
yellow
candles. Favors were yellow cups
filled with mints and nuts. Mrs.
Inez Ames used a harp as a cen
terpiece with little potted Sham
rocks as favors, green napkins and
candles and green mints.
Mrs. Fern Horeyseck had the
“Shower table." The centerpiece
was two parasols in pink and blue
with several small packages artis
tically wrapped beneath them.

Small baskets filled with mints
and topped with miniature parasols
were used as favors.
Cvtrs. Margaret Simmons, Fall:
Centerpiece of Fall flowers with
yellow crepe paper and yellow can
dles. Floral napkins and baskets
filled with nuts. Mrs. Osca Knight,
centerpiece of forsythia and vio
lets flanked by tall yellow candles.
Yellow napkins and baskets filled
with mints Mrs. Leona Whitehill.
farm scene with house, barn, hay
and animals. Little trees were
scattered about with gum drops
on them.
Mrs. Ivy Chatto was general
chairman. Mrs. Edith Tweedie was
in charge of the tickets and the
dining room and Mrs. Lena Stevens
in charge of the kitchen. In the
serving room were: Mrs. Emily
Erickson. Mrs. Grace Lurvey, Mrs
Fannie Dow. Mrs. Lena deRochemont. Mrs. Esther Dolliver, Mrs.
Mae Gregory and Mrs. Arlene Pay.
son. Assisting in the kitchen were:
Mrs. Minerva Small, Mrs. Vincie
Clark, Mrs. Millie Coombs, Mrs
Margaret Philbrook, Mrs. Thelma
Stanley. Mrs. Marjorie McFarland.
Mrs. Shirley Rollins and Mrs. Rose
Gardner.

1
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TENANT’S HARBOR
Henry Allen left Tuesday for t
Fort Fairfield, called by the death
of his uncle, Dr. H. F. Kalloch.
Mrs. Noble Dorrie has returned
from Boston after several days]
visit with relatives.
Dr and Mrs. Charles Leach en
tertained at a family party at
Rockland, Saturday night.

Miss Nancy Hobbs of Boston
spent the week-end with her moth
er, Mrs. J. C. Hobbs.
Miss Kathleen Heald left Friday
for Ohio State College after the
Easter vacat.on spent with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Heald.
Mr. and Mrs. James Adams have
returned from several weeks visit
at Wichita Falls, Texas and nearby
£ heppard Air Corps base where
their son, “Sandy” is stationed.
Mrs. Louise Dunbar and Mrs.
Mae Young have returned from a
visit in Florida.
Francis Hines won first prize
at the Grange Whist Party, Satur
day night; Mrs Luella Tuttle the
second, and Mrs. Lucia Hopkins
consolation.
Gunther Kieeberg of Belfast, as
sociated with Tibbetts Industries
has transferred his Rotary mem
bership to the Camden Club. Waldo
Tyler of Rockland was last Tues
day’s speaker at the Rotary Club,
talking on wild life and fishing.
The Catholic Women’s Club ol
Our Lady of Good Hope Church
will meet at the church hall Wed
nesday night at 7.30.
The Camden and Rockport WC
TU will meet with Mrs. Elsie Bar
nard, Washington street, this af
ternoon at 2 o’clock.
There will be a special Convo
cation of Keystone Chapter R. A.
M., tomorrow night at 7.30. The
Royal Arch Degree will be con
ferred on a class of candidates in
complete ceremonial form. A tur
key supper will precede the meet
ing.
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel R. Yates had
as guests Sunday Mr. and Mrs.
Milton Wooster and sons Dennis
and David of Thomaston.
Verne Hanscom entered Knox
Hospital Sunday for observation.
Mr. and Mrs. John T. Hughes
have taken an apartment in the
Fenwick House, Elm street.

Mabelle Brown Stone
Mrs. Mabelle Brown Stone of
North Haven, wife of Leon Stone,
died at Camden March 30, follow
ing a long illness. She was bom at
Eenton fetation, March 3. 1888, a
daughter of John and Etta M.
Brown. She was a graduate of Cobum Classical Institute and before
her marriage taught in the schools
of Washburn and Ellsworth and at
Erskine Academy. She was a memj,
ber of the North Haven Baptdl
Church for which she had served
as treasurer for 26 years. She also
had served as vice president of the
American Legion Auxiliary and as
past chief of Havens Temple, Py
thian Sisters.
She is survived by her husband;
a son, Leon Donald, a daughter,
Mrs. Earbara Joy, her mother, Mrs
Etta Brown of Eenton Station; a
brother, Leon T. Brown of Wal-Jr
tham, Mass.: a sister, Mrs. Mildred
Pillsbury, Benton Station; and one
grandson, David Joy.
Funeral services were held Sun
day from North Haven 3aptist
Church, the Reverend George Mer
riam officiating. Interment was in
Sea View cemetery there.

The Black Cat
(Continued from Page One)
1
the launching of. the six-masted
schooner Mertie B. Crowley, which
took place from the Cobb, Butler
& Co., yard, Aug. 24. 1907. A pic
ture of the famous craft ornaments
the cover.
—oLeona Reed, whose present ad
dress is 536 S. Ridgewood avenue
Daytona Beach, Fla., has my
thanks for unmarked copies of
Daytona newspapers.
a

One year ago: Dick Jones was
elected Governor of the Students’
Legislature.—Mr and Mrs. William
D. Talbot were elected vice presi
dents of the Republican State Con
vention.—Mr. and Mrs. Willie G.
Maloney of Thomaston observed
their golden wedding anniversary.—
Henry Jordan suffered a fractured
knee cap in a Lewiston automobile
accident.—Owl's Head exceeded its
Red Cross quota.—Deaths: Rock- >
land, William John Cushing, 74;
Stoia-IIobbs
Camden, Mrs. George Sprowl;
Miss Katherine Lamon Hobbs, Camden, Llewellyn Nutt, 69.
daughter of Mrs. J. Crosby Hobbs
and Pfc. John Stoia, son of Mr
Elita is a feminine personal name
and Mrs. Louts Stoia of Brookline. of Teutonic origin signifying the
Mass., were married at the First chosen.
Congregational Church in Brain
tree, Mass.. Saturday, March 24
A reception at the home of the
bride’s brother, William J. Hobbs
followed the ceremony. Miss Hobbs
is a graduate of Camden High
Every Wednesday Night
School, attended Mt. Ida Junior
I. 0. 0. F. HALL
College and the Fisher School
TENANT S HARBOR
Boston. She is a secretary at the
Woodcock’s Orchestra
Boston Chamber of Commerce. Mrs
Admission 50 C ents
Stoia a graduate of Brookline High
Auspices Kinnty-Melquist Post,
School and formerly was employed
American Legion
at the U. S. Slicing Machine Com
31-T-tf
pany. Boston. At present he is sta
tioned at Fort Devens.

DANCE

DANCE
GLEN COVE GRANGE
HALL
EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT

Wednesday and Thursday—Double Feature
Matinees at 1.30.

Evenings at 6.30, 7.45.

You’d. Never Want To Meet a More Wonderful Man!
A man with 14 “sons” . . . none of them his own!
A man that Presidents looked up to . , . pretty girls
looked at! A man so young in heart that he never
became old in years! A man who wrote the nation’s
laws ... ad lived its love songs!

"Best drama of the month. A rare and satisfy
ing treat!”
—Louella Parsons

"Louis Calhem's performance ranks among the
screen’s greatest!”
_Hedda Hopper
Wb.W'S

ITIRGniFICEnT
YA11KEE''

I

tfarring

LOUIS

MOVIES

THOMASTON
MINSTRELS

ANN

CALHERN-HARDING

EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT

SECOND BIG ATTRACTION

Complete Show with
Full Length Picture
8.06 P. M.

THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY
THREE TIMES FUNNIER THAN "SORROWFUL JONES”!

I. 0. 0. F. HALL

TENANT’S HARBOR
Adults 40c; Children under 12, 25c
34-T-tf

FRIDAY, APRIL 6
8.00 P M.

argrejzjgranrefzrajaafzrarajzjgfHf

LEMON DROP KID '
' Bob Hope Marilyn Maxwell Lloyd Solan -.Jane Danvell

ZemM&Mpww The

WATTS HALL, THOMASTON

GAME PARTY

Benefit Senior Class. T. H. S.

Every Tuesday Night
Minimum Prize $2.50

ADMISSION

SPECIAL GAMES

Children 40c; Adults 65c; Reserved Seats 75c, Tax Included
Directed by Elizabeth Passon. Music by Blanche Lermond

40-41

Two Cents > Card.
WILLIAMS-BRAZIER POST
NO. 37
Thomaston Nst'l Bank Building I
1-T-tf |

A Paramour)’ Picture

TODAY’: DORIS DAY in “LVLLABYE OF BROADWAY”
III

ROCKLAND
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Packed House Again

“KINGDOM OF MAKE BELIEVE”

“One Foot In Heaven”
Scored Second Night—
Troop 11 Girl Scouts Are To Present Unique
Richard Burby's
Triumph
Show Thursday Night

Social Matters

Dr. and Mrs. P. H. Wei of Cam
The second night of ’’One Foot
den were dinner guests of Lieut
Commander and Mrs .Jasper Ak In Heaven," Junior Class Play of
The Girl Scouts of Troop II will
ers, Sunday. Mrs. Akers served a this year, presented at the High
School Auditorium on Friday night present a Spring show ‘ Kingdom
Cantonese chicken dinner.
drew a packed house.
of Make Believe” in Rockland High
The Universalist Mission Circle
By common agreement, the un
will meet Wednesday at 230 m the usually well-played roles of the School auditorium Thursday night
vestry, the speaker, Dr. John Smith opening night were even better on at 7.15
Director of the show is to be
Lowe. A picture House of the Friday and the work of Richard
Desert’’ will be shown. Women ol Burby was of a polish and pro- ! Mrs. John McPherson with Mrs.
all Churches are invited to attend fessional serenity that made it i Blake Annis, Mrs. Thomas Swee
The hostesses are Mrs. H. P. Blod hard to believe it was a High ney, Mrs. Albert Trenholm, Mrs.
gett, Mrs. E. C. Sleeper, Mrs • School boy, playing a part and not Sam Savitt and Mrs. Claire Mon
Adelle Bird, Miss Therese Smith the actual character, who lived son assisting.
The program of the show, which
Miss Mabel A. Pillsbury went j the lines. While the entire cast opens with the Easter Fashion
Miss Blanche Ingraham is now- Monday to Portland and will enter acquitted itself unusually well,
located with Mrs. Eva Burkett, 99 the Eye and Ear Infirmary as a young Burby’s performance was so Walk, is given below:
Act One
Cedar street, and will be pleased surgical patient.
good that it could be a preview of
Cast
:
Dorinda
Coughlin, Boy Blue;
to see friends there.
fame.
Cynthia Sherman, Goldilocks: Ann
Miss Marilyn Spear, student at
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Kenney. the University of Maine, is spend
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice F. Lovejoy Savitt, Cinderella: Joan Scarlott,
of Orono spent the week-end with ing the Spring vacation with her have returned from six weeks’ vis-1 Snow White; Judy Pease, Jack
his aunt and uncle? Mr. and Mrs. parents, Mr. and Mrs. Erwin Spear it in Florida and Georgia. In Beanstalk; Allie Gray, Great Bear;
Frank Carsley, Pleasant street.
Georgia they visited their daugh Priscilla Benner, Middle-sized Bear;
Rankin street.
ter and son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. A Joan White, Wee Wee Bear
The Girl Scout Leader’s Asso
Mrs. Maria Della Porta of New B. Clement and family.
Act Two
ciation met last week in the Com York is making an extended visit
Patricia Sweeney, Tin Soldier;
munity Building for a covered dish with her daughter and son-in-law
Leonard V. Galiano, a senior at
supper with husbands as guests Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Galiano the Maine Maritime Academy, re Judith Marr. Blue Eyes; Jean Les
sard, Prince; Nancy Griffith, Bo
Following the supper Emilio Hary Park street.
turned to Castine Sunday after Peep; Sandra Strickland, Red Rid
showed colored slides of Florida
spending a week with his parents ing Hood; Barbara Brazier, HumpElwood H. Brown, podiastrist
and local scenes. Present were’
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Galiano ty Dumpty; Helen Doherty, Mis
Mrs. Mtrvyn Harriman, Miss Mad spent the week-end in Boston at Park street.
tress Mary; Mabel Foster, Calico
eline Philbrick, Mrs. Kenneth Wig. tending post graduate lectures on
gin, Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Sylves. Child Foot Orthopedics.
Harold W. Look, Jr., a student at [ Cat; Allie Gray, Great Bear; Pris
cilla Benner, Middle-Sized Bear;
ter, Mr. and Mrs. John MacPherA meeting of the Methebesec Ohio Wesleyan University, Dela- j Joan White, Wee Wee Bear; Cynson U3, Mr. and Mrs. Vernon
ware,
Ohio,
spent
his
10
days
Plas

Ciub was held in the Farnsworth
$hia Sl’.erman, Goldilocks; Joan
Studley, Mr. and Mrs. Emilio Hary
Building March 30 with 21 mem ter recess with Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Scarlott, Snow White; Ann Savitt
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Whitehill and
Brother
and
family
at
Fort
Thom

bers present. Mrs. Robert Bums
Cinderella; Mabel Foster, Calico
Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper, Jr. The
the president, presided, under the as, Kentucky.
Cat.
next meeting will take the form of
direction of Miss Edith Bicknell
Miss
Mildred
Gillette
of
Lexing

a cooking school at the Central
program chairman, the following
SMITII-GERRISH
ton, Mass., is the house guest of
Maine Power Co., with Miss Ruth
papers were read: ’’Capemicers, the
Mrs. F M. Fabtr, Owls Head.
Miss Mary Jane Gerrish, R. N.
McBride in charge. Each leader
Astronomer,” prepared by Mrs
will invite her troop committee.
became the bride of Robert TrafOlive Wilson and in her absence
Mr. and Mrs. Albert E. MacPhall I ton Smith, Saturday afternoon at
The Albert H. Newbert Associa read by Mrs, Jane Beach, ’ Super Mrs. Lewis Black, Miss Ruth Rog 2 p. m. in the Bradley, (Me.) Baptist
tion will meet Friday night in Ma stitions of the 16th Century,” by ers, Miss Katherine Veazie, Mrs Church before a small group of
sonic Temple. Supper at 6.30. Mrs. Edna Monteith, ’’Titian, the William Butler attended the dis relatives and close friends. The
illustrated by- trict meeting of District No. 3. Re
Housekeepers will be Mrs. Helen Italian Painter,”
double ring ceremony was per
Bean, Mrs. Millie Thomas, Mrs slides, by Mrs. Marguerite Perry bekah Lodge in Portland Saturday formed by her brother-in-law, Rev
Elizabeth Seavdy and Mrs. Doris An Italian exhibit, showing a col afternoon and evening. Mrs. Mae Daniel C. Orr, pastor of the church.
lection of textiles, silver, pictures MacFarland of Bar Harbor, presi
Jordan.
Pink and white gladioli, snap
and ornaments from Italy was dent of the Rebekah Assembly of
dragons and Easter lilies were used
A Day Nursery is opening April shown as arranged by Mrs. Wini
Maine was the visiting officer in as decorations. Mrs. McAllister
16 by Mrs. Walter Spaulding, 397 fred Proctor and Mrs. Etta Stod
charge.
church organist, played "Oh, Prom
Old County Road, Tel. 1181-W. Il dard. The annual meeting and
ise Me,” ”1 Love You Truly" and
you want to work this Summer banquet of the club will be held in
Opportunity Class of the First
the traditional wedding marches
why not leave your children to be Masonic Hall at 6 p. m., April 5.
Baptist Church will meet with Mrs. i
The bride wore a white taffeta
cared for. A limited number only
Bernice Leach, Masonic street 1
Free!! A $5 95 Crepe Blouse will Thursday night at 7.30. Members gold leaf brocade ankle length
so apply early.
40 and42
gown with fitted bodice and long
be given with every Spring Suit sold
See the latest styles in Furs and this week. Suit sizes, 9 to 15, 10 to are requested to take donations for pointed sleeves and a white offa grocery shower.
Cloth Coats, moderate prices, top
face hat with a halo of orange
20, 16': to 18*6. Alfreda Perry,
quality, at Lucien K. Green & Son.
blossoms.
She carried a bouquet of
7
Limerock
street.
40-41.
Mrs. Albert E. MacPhall, Warden
1-tf
of Rebekah Assembly of Maine, tea roses and yellow orchids.
Mrs. Daniel Orr, sister of the
made her official visit to Orion
Lodge at Milo last night. Enroute bride, served as matron of honor
to Milo she wa6 joined in Biewer She wore a pale green taffeta gown
by Mrs. Mae McFarland of Bar with matching hat with net trim
Harbor, President of the Rebekah and carried a bouquet of red roses
fnsfontfu
Assembly of Maine. Tonight Mrs. and snapdragons tied with red
McPhail will make her official vis ribbon. Harold E. Gerrish, Jr.
it to Wenonah Lodge at Dover-Fox- brother of the bride, was best man
»OM TOUR
croft. Wesdncsday she will accom
Mrs. Albert R. Havener was host
pany Miss Mary Norma Elms, vice
SILVERWARI
president of the Rebekah Assem ess to the TJHE. club last night at
JEWELRY
bly to Cooper’s Mills for her offi her home on Broadway. Prizes in
cial visit, returning to Dover-Fox- auction were won by Mrs. John
COPPER
croft that night where she has M. Richardson, Mrs. Louis B. Cook
been a guest since Monday of Miss and Mrs. Sherman Rokes. Mrs. Ray
Elms. Thursday Miss Efims will ac Eaton won the traveling prize
company her on her official visit Late lunch was served.
to Lakeside Chapter at Greenville
The annual meeting of the Meth
and Friday she will visit Golden
ebesec Club will be held Thursday
Link Chapter at Guilford where
night at 6 o’clock in Masonic Tem
she will be a guest of Mrs. Geneva
ple. Mrs. Gilbert Loebs of Water
Ames, District Deputy President of
V/
more
-ft the Assembly. Mrs. MacPhail will ville, State Federation president
will be the speaker.
DIP ONE END-RINSE
return home on Saturday,
DIP THE OTHER-RINSE
AND SEC IT SPARKLE
The Girl Scout Council meet
ing will be postponed to Thursday,
April 12 so that members may at
tend the entertainment at the
High School put on by Girl Scout
Troop 11, Thursday, April 5.
Mr. and Mrs Charles T. Smalley I
who have been in Daytona Beach,
Fla., the past six weeks, are on
their way north by an interesting
route which will permit visits to
the Cyclorama at Atlanta, Ga.;
Chickmauga Battlefield and Look
out Mountain at Chattanooga,
Tenn.; the Parthenon at Nash
ville, Mammoth Cave and the Me
morial at Hodgenville. Ky., which
houses the log cabin in which
Lincoln was bom. They will cross
the Pennsylvania Turnpike and are
expected to arrive Saturday.

SENTER#CRANE'S
REMOVES TARNISH

'f?
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EMPLOYED MEN AND WOMEN, MARRIED OR SINGLE
Don’t borrow unnecessarily, but if a loan will help you
pay medical or dental bills, make home or car repairs,
or serve a similar worthy purpose—there are three ways
to get that loan at Pe^mal.

There will be a meeting of the
Woman’s Auxiliary of St. Peter's
Church Thursday April 5 at 73C
p. m. at the home of Mrs. Litza
Vardavoulis, Masonic street.
___________
t
The Educational Club will hold a
Cooked Food Sale, Saturday, April I
7 at 10 o’clock at Studley Furni
ture Co., for benefit of the Schol
arship Fund. An honor pupil in
High School will benefit this year.
People please patronize.
40’41

HOW TO GET A LOAN FAST!

1. You may phone FIRST
—and get the cash in
one visit.
2. You may write or phone
for a loan entirely by
mail.
3. You may come right in
and ask for the YES
MANager.

Kepar
Monthly

•O’

1 S Mos.
20 Mos.

CASH YOU GET
$600
$400
$31.13
24.46

$46.70
36.69

^Applies to loans exempt from
Fed. Reg. W. Above payments cover |

everythmg! Loans of other amounts,
or for other periods, ore in propor
tion.
(12A)

OVER A MILLION SERVED LAST YEAR!

Whichever way you choose, be confident you will re
ceive the friendly, prompt service that made Pei^maf
the choice of over a million people last
year.
r I NANC I c o.
For a loan your way and fast-—phone,
write, come in TODAY!
LOANS $1000 AND LESS

/ J "THt

Columbia, RCA Victor,
Decca
45’s, 78's and a few 33’s
Music for every preference In

cluding classical, popular, semiclassical and folk songs.

Many

albums in stock.

on signature, furniture, car

COMRAtvrJy THAT

IIKIS

TO S*» W"

t&toOnM FINANCE CO.
OF MAINE

2nd PL., (FARNSWORTH MEMORIAL BLOG.) 356 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
Rhone: 1133 • Phillip Campbell, YES MANager
OPEN SATURDAYS UNTIL NOON
Loons mod* to residents of ell surrounding towns

Engagement Party

House-Sherman, Inc.
ROCKLAND, ME.
442 MAIN ST,

TEL. 711
39-40

Music
Dance—Sandra Harriman.
Dance—Joan Scarlott.
Dialogue
The Child and the Tree
Judith Marr, child; Betty Wil
liamson, tree
Three Portraits—Mabie Poster.
Marcia Jones, music; Allie Gray.
music.
Spring Time
The Glory Of God
One Act
Patricia Sweeney, Winter; Betty
Wliliamson, Snowdrop;
Sandra
Strickland, Crocus; Ann Savitt,
Spring; Joan White, The Morn
ing Sun; Kendall Merriam, First
Farmer; Marshall Merriam .Second
Farmer: Margaret Fish. Jonquil;
Barbara
Trenholm,
Hyacinth;
Cynthia Sherman, Lily; Dcrinda
Coughlin, Summer; Helen Doherty,
Jack-in-the-Pulpit; Betty Withee,
Columbine; Nancy Griffith, Rose;
Joan Scarlott, Autumn; Barbara
Brazier. Cosmos; Shirley Micue,
Chrysanthemum; Margaret Boothby, Snowflake; Marcia Jones, The
Year; Wendall Merriam, Marshall
Merriam, Raking the Leaves.
The Cross
Betty Williamson—At the Cross
Donna Poulin—Angel.
Barbara
Trenholm — Crown
Bearer.
Troop 11-^Song, “Old Rugged
Cross,” music.
and another brother, Vernon Ger
rish, served as usher.
Following the ceremony a recep
tion was held at the home of Rev
and Mrs. Orr at Bradley. The bri
dal party was assisted in receiving
by the bride's mother and the
bridegroom's aunt, Miss Nettie
Jordan. Mrs. Gerrish wore a navy
blue crepe dress with corsage of
red roses and Miss Jordan wore a
navy blue faille dress with corsage
of pink roses. Bouquets of jonquils
were tastefully arranged about the
rooms. White sweet peas and Iris
flanked by tall white tapers wera
used as a centerpiece on the bride's
table.
Miss Beverly Gerrish, sister ol
the bride, was in charge of the
guest book and also finished serv
ing the bride's cake after she cut
the first piece. Assisting in serving
were Mrs. Herman Stanley and
Miss Katherine Mitten.
The couple left by automobile
for a wedding trip of unannounced
destination. The bride chose for
traveling a navy blue suit with
matching accessories. They will be
at home at 50 Dryden Terrace
Orono, after April 8.
Mrs. Smith is the daughter of
Mrs. Eula B. Gerrish and Harold
E. Gerrish of Rockland. She is a
graduate of Rockland High School,
Cooley Dickinson Training School
for Nurses, Northampton, Mass,
and University of Maine where
she received a degree in Nursing
Arts. She is Educational Director
at the Eastern Maine General Hos
pital, Bangor.
Mr. Smith is the son of Frank
Smith, Broadway, Rockland. He is
a graduate of Rockland High
School and is a sophomore at the
University of Maine. He served
three years in the army during
World War n, and was stationed
in occupied Germany for several
months.
Attending from Rockland were:
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Hill, Mr. and
Mrs. Willard Faels, Mrs. Herman
Stanley, Mrs. Anna Nelson, Miss
Virginia Nelson, Miss Nettie Jor
dan, Miss Janet Smith, Frank
Smith and Mr. and Mrs. Gordon
Stanley.

Catholic Women Met
Hammond Organ Project
Completed—Plans For
Coming Events

np own
KNOW YOUR OWN SCHOOLS
Physical Education Program Of the Rockland
System Is Explained By Director DiRenzo

Miss Jane Perry

Mr and Mrs. Raymond C Perry
entertained Saturday night at their
home on Masonic street, honoring
the recent engagement of their
daughter, Miss Jane Carolyn Perry
to Robert A Lindquist. A social
evening was followed by refresh
ments. Spring flowers were used
as a centerpiece on the table The
guests included classmates at High
School and college friends of the
young couple. Those invited were:
Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Lindquist
and daughters. Miss Carolyn of
the University of Maine, Misses
Stephany and Marcia; Miss Evelyn
Perry of Colby Junior College and
Miss Sandra Perry, sisters of Jane;
Miss Virginia Barnard, Mrs. Ben3
Anastasia Andrews, Mr. and Mrs
Thomas Dion, Paul Moran, Dcuglas Cooper, David Bicknell, Sam
uel Collins, David Hoch, Charles
Gifford, Mr. and Mrs. Frederick
Sutherland. Mr and Mrs. Robert
Teel, Mr. and Mrs. Laurel Shaw.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Ellis of
Rockland.
Miss Beverly Merchant, Miss
Carolyn Howard, Miss Mary Saw
yer, Miss Betsey Cooper, Miss
Louraine Curry and Miss Anna
Heino of Gorham State Teachers’
College. Miss Mary Rose Carrillo
and Miss Irene Anderson cf the
University of Maine; Albert Rog
ers of Bowdoin College and Harold
Look cf Ohio Wesleyan University,
all of Rockland.
Out of town guests were: Miss
Ann Bartlett of Boston and Rock
land, Miss Eleanor Brown of Bos
ton and Camden, Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Lash of Friendship, Mr. and
Mrs Richard Paul of Waldoboro,
Miss Barbara Jefferson of Norwood,
Maas., Miss Priscilla Ford of Au
burndale. Mass., Miss Edith Harris
of Belmont, Mass., Mr. and Mrs.
Benjamin
Sears,
Newtonville,
Mass., Mrs. L. R. Thompson of
New York City, all of Colby Col
lege; Robert Stphenson of Knox
ville, Tenn and Herbert Knipmyer
of New Milford. Conn., both of
MJ.T., Miss Mary Jane Goff of
Iphaw, Pa., and Wellesley College;
Miss Joanne Wentz, Boston, Mass,
and Miss Carol O’Donnell of Sears
port and Colby Junior College, who
spent the week-end as house guests
of Miss Evelyn Perry
Perry as well as members of the
Daughters of St. Bernard. On May
5 there will be a Rummage Sale
at the Grand Army Hall, with Miss
Helen Burns in charge.
May 10 the club will participate
in a reception for Mrs. William H.
Dalton, State president, who will
Install the officers of the District
Council. June 24 the Catholic
Women's Club will hold a reception
for the Most Rev. Daniel J. Feeney,
Auxiliary Bishop of Portland and
the class he will confirm on that
date.
Rev. George W. Goudreau gave
a short talk on the recent meeting
in Augusta. Refreshments were
served and a social hour followed
The next meeting will be held
May 7 with Mrs. John Chisholm as
hostess.

nortiTsearsmont
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Thomas and
son are at their home now, after
spending the Winter in Florida
Mr and Mrs. Lester Hook of
Skowhegan and Mrs. Clara Hook
of Melrose, Mass., were at the Hook
homestead Sunday, also calling on
Mr. and Mrs, Elden Maddocks and
Mrs. Hattie Hook.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Bunker of
Bangor were Sunday guests of Mr
and Mrs. Richard Merriam.

The Catholic Women's Club met
Monday night in St. Bernard’s
Parish Hall, President Marion Snow
presiding. Mrs. Snow was pleased
to announce that the Club’s main
project, the fine Hammond organ,
was completed and the final pay
ment made. This was accomplished
through the co-operation of the va.
British Hondurus is having a
rious clubs and parishioners.
Mrs. Snow also gave an interest geological survey—hoping to dis
ing report on the quarterly meeting cover gold.
of the Maine Diocesan Council of Advertise in The Courier-Gazette
Catholic Women held recently in
Augusta at which the club had
representation of 10 members.
After the regular order of busi
ness Miss Helen Bums was chosen
as the delegate to the State Con
vention to be held at Poland Springs
in May.
Future activities of the club In
clude a benefit card party, to be
Prescriptions
held at the Hotel Rockland on April
26, with Mrs. Marion Snow as gen
Carefully
Compounded
eral chairman, assisted by commit
MAIL ORDERS FILLED
tees headed by Mrs Arthur Doherty,
Mrs. Ray Foley aad Mrs. Donald

In order to develop a well rounded activity, follow up of needed re
Physical Education program at medial work and for health instruc
both High School and Elementary tion and guidance.
A functional health educational
level, it is necessary to set down on
paper the objectives of such a pro program.
A balanced physical education
gram. Following is a list of five
objectives which determine the program meeting required and re
basic philosophy at the Rockland creational needs of all the pupils.
Like the elementary program the
physical education program.
Building organic fitness today secondary program does not meet
and tomorrow through activities all of these requirements to the let
definitely selected
to develop ter. The program however does
meet them partially and it is the
strength, vigor and capacity.
Inculcating health habits for to hope of the director that in the near
day and tomorrow by providing and future we may meet all of these
practicing ways and means for requirements.
wholesome living.
All programs in physical educa
Developing physical abilities and tion are based on meeting the
control by providing a wide, rich, J needs of pupils at their individual
program of many activities that levels of growth and development.
contribute to growth in neuro The learning experiences gained
muscular skills.
through physical education should
Encouraging boys and girls to de nurture qualities in the democratic
velop recreational habits and inter society of an inter-related world.
ests that will carry over into adult
These programs should include
hobbies and avocations.
and provide enjoyment now, and
Using learning situations which carry over value in later life.
develop sportmanlike attitudes for
The High School program in
building character and better citi cludes sports, games, relays, tum
zenship.
bling, apparatus, and body mech
The Rockland program definitely anics. In addition all sports that
does not meet all of the above ob the school plays on an inter-schol
jectives in full, howover, it is with astic program are included In the
these objectives in mind that we are program in an effort to allow the
trying to build our program. Many boys who are below the caliber of a
of the needed facilities for the full varsity athlete to become familiar
time physical education program with the games and enjoy the feel
are lacking, but it is the goal of the ing of competition.
department to make the most of
To further interest in the program
what is available in hopes that In and to promote better health habits
the future we may be in a position several outside activities are car
to extend the program and meet all ried on during the year.objectives of a well rounded pro
A gymnastic team composed of
gram.
boys who have better than average
The program at present is divided ability in the fields of tumbling and
into two divisions. The elementary apparatus is formed in the Spring
division, which is a classroom pro of the year and works once a week
gram, ls carried on in the Tyler, after school hours. This group
McLain, Purchase, Benner Hill and drills on perfecting various forma
South Schools. The program in the tions and stunts which are gener
high school building is a regular ally accepted as good activities
gymnasium program and is at under tumbling gymnastics.
present taking care of the Junior
An annual check of all the High
and Senior High boys of that build School students for deficiencies in
ing.
eye sight and hearing.
The program we are now con
At the elementary level the physi
cal education teacher program is ducting is a start towards the goals
carried on primarily by the class previously stated under objectives.
room teacher. Daily play periods, It is hoped that in the near future
in addition to a weekly visit by the more can be done on the matter of
director, provide a period of play health examinations and health in
to care for the active energy the structions.
There is a great need for a girls'
young healthy bodies possess The
program includes games, rhythm, as well as a boys’ physical educa
singings, and often dances. The tion program. The need for shower
purpose is to have fun and at the facilities and locker rooms are the
same time create an atmosphere in greatest physical deficiencies of the
which the child may overcome self- program.
consciousness and awkwardness by
During the 30’s a railroad was
improving coordination and de
built from Albany to the Great
veloping large muscles.
Other
activities include relays, tag, and
other games which give the child an
For social items in The Oourleropportunity to improve and show Gszette Phone 1544. Cltv
tf
his ability, in speed, agility, and
dexterity . These activities are best
for overcoming shyness and selfconsciousness.
Once the child loses himself in
the spirit of play he becomes crea
tive and offers suggestions and be
comes part of the group. In all of
the situations reached in a game
period the individual is learning to
co-operate, to play fairly, to be a
leader, to consider other children's
rights as well as his own and to be
a member of a group.
As games are the most popular
about 50 percent of the time ls
spent in this area. A more formal
type of activity giving special and
general exercises round out the
program. Special projects are also
undertaken, for example: one group
at Tyler School is learning to
square dance this year. This pro
gram at Tyler came about as a sug
gestion from the children. By in
troducing these natural play acti
vities the child makes a lasting con
tribution to his physical, mental,
social, and moral growth.
The program at the high school
level is carried on primarily in the
gymnasium and is a required sub
ject for all high school boys. There
is no program for the girls.
The program is designed to de
velop and maintain the physical
resources of the individual, however
varied they may be, and to provide
him with experiences needed for
everyday living in a democracy. It
is a "must” activity in the life of
all children in today’s comprehen
sive educational program.
Each boy in the High School and
Junior High level who can take gym
is required to do so. The High
School boys have two periods a
week and the Junior High one
period a week. This meets the
minimum requirements of the State
Department of Education.
Requirements for approval of
physical education program in ac
cordance with the State Depart
ment of Education follow:
A complete comprehensive medi
cal examination for all pupils at
least once during high school
course, to serve as a basis for classi
fication of (tudentt lot phyiical
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State Conference Of D. A. R.
—Lady Knox Chapter War
Well Represented
The 53d annual State Conference
of the Maine Daughters of the
American Revolution was held at
the Eastland Hotel In Portland,
March 28-29 On Wednesday, the
opening day, the Past State Offi
cers’ Club luncheon was held in the
Colonial Room and a reception and
banquet in the ballroom that eve
ning.
At the opening session on Wed
nesday afternoon welcoming ad
dresses were given by the Regent
of the hostess Chapter and the City
Manager of Portland National and
State officers were presented and
reports were made by State officers
and the Registration Committee.
Later In the afternoon a candle light
memorial service was held in re
membrance of members deceased
during the year
Thursday morning the Indian
Committee breakfast was held in
the Egyptian room, the speaker
being Dr Francis W. Thompson,
president of Bacone College of
Oklahoma, a school for Indian stu
dents. Funds providing for two
scholarships, one each for a boy
and a girl, were presented to Dr
Thompson, the gift of two Chapters.
Luncheons were held for the Re
gents and Vice Regents, the Chil
dren of the American Revolution,
and the Good Citizens Pilgrimage
group of young women sponsored
by the various Chapters, headed by
the State Chairman, Mrs. Howard
Proctor. Rockland; the latter group
numbering 131 young women stu
dents chosen for outstanding quali
fications as to scholarship, leader
ship and patriotism.
Reports were made by Mrs. Harry
Grover, State President. Maine So
ciety, Children of the American
Revolution. Mrs. Victor A Binford.
National Vice Chairman, Genealo
gical Records. Mrs. Roy E Heywood,
National Vice Chairman Approved
Schools Committee. Mrs. Frederick
Lovejoy. State Chairman, Genealo
gical Records.
Two minute reports were also
made by State Chairmen on the
Advancement of American Music.
Americanism, Approved Schools,
Correct Use of the Flag, DAR
Magazine, Citizenship. Student Loan
Fund, Ellis Island, Junior Ameri
can Citizens, Membership. National
Defense, Press and Radio Relations,
Opportunity Farm, Good Citizen
ship Girls, etc.
Speakers stressed the value of ac
curate genealogical records, proper
use of the flag, proper history
books, the future of junior citizens,
the Student Loan Fund, National
Defense, and other activities.
Mrs. Leroy Hussey of Augusta,
National Program chairman, pre
sented to the State organization
kodachrome slides showing eaterior
and interior views of the buildings
at National Headquarters in Wash
ington, D. C. Mrs. Hussey described
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HOCKING

granite industries opens new field foriclark island stone
granite fireplaces
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llenry Patterson, xeteran of 10 year* In the stone catting business and paving block inspector for the
Alfred llo'king, right, and son Harold operate the (lark Island plant. They are exhibiting a sample
wall of the new granite veneer which is laid up with the firm's sign at the entrance to the plant. The firm, takes a hand at cutting the new building veneer stone which the Hocking plant is featuring in the
vari-colored stone makes a decorative and durable wall for anv structure.
East

Vari-Colored Granite Veneer Now In Use In

Homes and Churches In Maine Communities
Hocking Granite Industries has
come up with its latest in new
methods of utilizing the stone which
the company produces. The latest
is granite veneer for homes and
buildings which is being widely ac-

ceptcd by the building industry.
While the idea of stone facing for
homes is not new in the Middle
West where standstone is used
widely, it is pretty much a new
feature in dwelling construction in

the beautiful views as they were
shown on the screen.
Mrs. Victor Binford spoke in be
half of the National Building Fund
and urged continued support of the
Chapters.
Mrs. Howard Proctor spoke in be
half of the Good Citizenship Girls
program and the young women were
presented in a body, 131 in number.
Historical scrapbooks presented
by Chapters were on display and
the judges awarded the prize for a
very carefully prepared scrapbook
sent In by the Burnt Meadows
Chapter of Sabattus, the most re
cent member of the Maine Federa
tion.
The Chairman of Radio' reported
that broadcasting stations at Au
gusta, Bangor and Waterville had
given six hours and six minutes of
radio time, with an actual value of

$1,000.
The names of the young women
candidates for the Pilgrimage,
each enclosed in a small capsule
and carried in a ribbon bedecked
Basket. The name of Miss Lorraine
Kealiher of Milo High School was
drawn and the name of Miss Muriel
Verill of Portland, a student at
Tennell Institute, was drawn as the
alternate candidate.
Lady Knox Chapter was repre
sented by its Regent, Mrs. Howard
Proctor accompanied by Miss Joan
Proctor, and the three candidates
sponsored by Rockland, namely
Miss Viola Starr, Miss Carol Huntley and Miss Christine Plaisted.
Other members attending were
Mrs H. P Blodgett, Mrs. Helen
Bean, Mrs. Lyford Ames. Mrs. Wal
ter C. Ladd, Mrs Eugene Stoddard,
and Mrs. John G. Robbins.

the East
l
The first blocks were cut last
year and went into a church in
Lewiston They are now being used
in homes m Augusta and Water
ville.
The stone, offering the wide
range of coloring found in the
Clark Island quarry, is faced on all
sides and measures from three and
one-half to five inches in thickness
and comes in varying lengths and
heights to permit a pleasing pat
tern to be laid by the stone masons
Alfred Hocking and his son Darold. owners of the plant, commented
that costs of using the new idea in
home construction is about that of
brick and very little more than
wood The use of stone in facing
a dwelling to give it a distinctive
appearance, they commented, adds
considerably to the value of the
structure at only a small additional
cost.
The same idea of facing with
vari-colored stone is being used in
the approaches to tunnels in NewYork and in parkway bridge facings
about the city; all supplied by
Hocking.
In adfdition to the new idea, the
firm is working its crew of 60 men
in production of curbing and posts
for the state as well as the cut
ting of the old standby of paving
block and the manufacture of

///

Long Time Members

Will Be Honored By Legion
Thursday Night—Distin
guished Guests
Rockland Legionnaires and mem
bers of the Auxiliary will honor
the past commanders of the Post
and past presidents of the Aux
iliary Thursday night.
Guests of honor for the evening
will be Maine Attorney General
Alexander LeFleur and Past De
partment Commander Hector G

Staples.
Commander Howard Kenniston
of Winslow-Holbrook-Merritt Post
and the committee for the event
have arranged an entertainment
which will be followed by a bullet
luncheon.
Recognition will be given to the
30, 25 and 20 year members of the
post during the evening in the form
of membership awards to be pre
sented by the post commander.
Those who have held membership
cards for 30 consecutive years arc
Earl Alden, Archie W. Bowley
Louis Cates.Howard Dunbar, Ed
win Edwards, Milton Griffin, Her
bert Kalloch, Donald Kelsey, Sam
uel E. Lamb, E. Carl Moran, Herb;r’Mullen, Edgar Newhall, 2d, and
Joseph Robinson.
Twenty-five year members are;
Fred Carini, Ferdinand Cor
mier, Nathan Bcriiawsky, Carl
Freeman, Gardner French, Leroy
Jipson, Herbert McClure, Carl Nelon. Wesley Oxton, Herbert Phil
brook, Elmer Rackliffe 2d and Gil
man Seabury.
Twenty consecutive years:
Austin Brewer, Ervin Curtis, Le
vi Flint, Maynard Havener, Olal
B. Hyland,
Everett Philbrook
Francis Reardon, Roy V. Simpson

granite fireplaces which the firm
developed some years ago.
Well covers, walks, moorings for
boats and granite for piers and
walls are all produced regularly by
the firm as well as foundation stone
for buildings and stone chip for
driveways.
The variety of items manufac
tured from the lone product the
quarry has to offer speaks well for
the Ingenuinty of Alfred Hocking
who managed the plant for several
years for John Meehan & Sons and
who purchased it during the past
year.
While all other paving block
manufacturing plants in the state
Colombia’s Chivor . Somondoco
have closed their doors, the Clark emerald mines were rediscovered
Island project rolls on through new in 1896 after being lost for about
ideas and new uses for its stone.
two centuries.

Creditable Recital Given By
Nrs. Nettie Averill’s
Students
i
Mrs. Nettie Averill gave a
piano recital of her pupils Tues
day night. The recital was attend
ed by the parents of the pupils.
Mrs. Lillian Lord and Mrs. Vivian
Lord assisted in serving the re
freshment.-,. The pupils present
ed a beautiful lloral display for
the occasion. The recital was
thoroughly enjoyed by alL The
following program was rendered:
Duct—First Rest of Spring
Theiina Winslow and Susa nEaton
Happy Days,
Verna-Marie Studley
Kathryn Argyle
Country Gardens,
A Jaunty Ride,
Robert Lord
Bird in the Tree Top,
Cheryl Nickerson
Stepping Stone-,
Thelma Winslow
Forest Dawn,
Susan Eaton
Little Spring ^ong,
Judith Carver 'did not perform be
cause of illness)
In My Garden,
Blaine Femald
The Spinning Song,
Alice Lord
Puss. Puss, Puss,
Elaine Rogers

f

hockino granite industries

Smart Piano Pupils

' “Donal|j Hamalainen
_ ,Entre Acte,
Alberta Kimball, Mrs. Averill
I’ll Catch You,
Kathleen Vasso
Cousins Remembers Gay Gretchen,
Helen Winslow
Sea Idyle,
Carol Lunden
Worked On Highland Line,
the Rubber Dolls,
But Says He Wasn't the Dance of Eunice
Winslow
“World's Best Cdonductor" Val.se from the Ballet Coppelia,
Carol Elwell
Bert Gregory’s recent article on
Waitz.
the Highland trolley line interested Eunice Winslow, Helen Winslow
‘

many former residents who were
Qut that Summer.
identified with it during the period
„We wcrcn-t entirely to blame for
mentoned. One of these was Edgar our unpopularity. The day shift
Cousins, who now makes his home used to even shop for some of the
in Old Town. Responding to a Highlanders. We not only refused
clipping sent to him by Frederic to shop tout Stewart went so far
H. Bird, he writes:
•
as to run by folks between white
“I just faintly remember work- poles. Shocking!
ing on the Highland Line. Prob“My worst trouble was an imably some of the older residents pediment of speech which made my
have an unfavorable memory of announcement at the Thorndike’
me. I wasn't the world’s best con- of Sea, School and Spring streets
duotor and aided and abetted by sound like a Fourth of July fuse
by good friend Stewart, we were [ gone sour-.”

NOTICE
Any person setting or causing to be set any fire
or fires in the Town of Owl's Head without a permit
will be prosecuted under Chapter 303,.Section 68A,
R. S. 1949.
Town Fire Warden

DAVID 0. KNOWLTON
OWL'S HEAD, MAINE
39-40
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*Road Tested and Certified for Long Mileage, Engine Cleanliness, Long Engine Life...in Quebec to Key West Road Test

New Sunoco Dynalube Motor Oil
CZ>

Combines in a Single Oil All the Finest Features of America’s

Premium Motor Oils...Actually Improves Condition of Most Engines
Your car.. .newest 1951 or earlier model...
can now get the finest engine protection
with NEW Sunoco Dynalube, a heavyduty premium motor oil.

C/9
CD

One pound of conversation.. .plfflAe!
Everybody ha« to do a little waiting onre in
awhile . . . especially during ni«h hours. Most of
os don’t mind too much so long as the "pound” we
get is of good quality . . . and the service, cheerful.
People on party lines are particularly understanding of the need to wait once in awhile. Just
as the woman at the busy grocery counter makes
her purchases as quickly as she can to make way
for the next |>crson.
That's one of the amazing and wonderful things
•bout party line customers. They know that others
have friends with whom they
want to talk
do business —
and they realize that these
others are entitled to the
same courteous,
efficient
service that they enjoy.

The party line customer is a fine example of co
operation — of American thoughtfulness of others.
And the great majority report complete satisfac
tion with party line service, despite occasional
inconvenience and irritations.

1. Tough Heat-Resistant
long motor oil mileage.

Body assures

2. Fully Detergent-Dispersant—NEW
Sunoco Dynalube cleans engines and
keeps them clean. Road dust and con
tamination from normal combustion are
held in harmless suspension until oil is
drained at the regular interval.
3. Free-Flowing and Metol-Cllnglng

*£>.- j

qualities of NEW Sunoco Dynalube
help you avoid costly engine repairs.

4. Anti-Rust

and Anti-Acid — NEW
Sunoco Dynalube counteracts two of the
greatest causes of wear on piston rings
and cylinder walls in any engine.

5. High Film Strength and Ring-Sealing
Action — insure longer-lasting engine
efficiency.

•

NEW Sunoco Dynalube is one of the
very few oils that meets or exceeds car
manufacturers’ recommendations for all
1951 passenger cars.

IN AAA-SUPERVISEO 4,650-mile road test
fcomQuebectoKey West and back, four pop
ular-make cars using NEW Sunoco Dyna
lube were driven over 2,000 miles, on the
average, before a drop of oil had to be added.

EVEN MORE IMPORTANT TODAY
Quite naturally, we are more than appreciative
of thif\ cooperation, because right now with the
ever-increasing demands of national defense we
simply cannot offer all the one and two partv line
service we would like.

That's why we say
Thank you partv line cus
tomers for the way you help us maintain service
for evervbodv on vour line.’’

The

NEW ENGLAND
38-40

Telephone t
Company

TELEGRAPH

MOTOR OIL
ON SALE ONLY AT SUNOCO STATIONS
ANO SELECTED CAR DEALERS

CLEAN PISTON at right shows how NEW
Sunoco Dynalube keeps rings free-acting
keeps combustion chamber deposits to a
minimum . prolongs engine life. Fouled
piston. with st uck rings, a t left, resulted from
use of inferior motor oils.

